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Abstract
This report is in response to Department of Defense (DOD) interest
in the detection of deception and intent to do harm. The report provides
an assessment of the potential utility and efוf cacy of monitoring and
assessing human behavioral neurophysiology and verbal and
nonverbal communication to determine human intent in a military
context. The JASON study focused on the process that would need to be
implemented in order to identify covert combatants and ultimate]y
infer intended actions is outlined. A key findin g in this report is the
need to establish a discipline of science in the development and
deployment ofpotential technologies, including interrogationmethods,
that have been proposed to be useful in this setting. This report gives
r ecomme ndations regarding how DOD can remedy this defici ency.

v
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The JASON was asked by the Oepartment of Oefense (000) to provide
an assessment of the potential utility and efficacy of monitoring and
assessing human behavioral neurophysiology and verbal and nonverbal
communication to determine human intent in a military context. In addition
to evaluating current capabilities, The JASON was asked to delineate
potentially useful research topics that could further progress in these areas
for critical national security applications.

Problem Space: The process fo r identifyi ng a covert combatant and then
assessing intent is described by the fol lowing steps.

1. It is necessary to be able to gain an understanding of the baseline
environment, i.e., what is normal. This cou ld be normal crowd behavior
at the airport, typical street interactions in a village, or normal
physiological response of an inmate.
2. It is necessary to be able to recognize an anomaly in the context of
thebaseline environment. It may be possible to induce a shock into the
baseline that could help anomalies present themselves.
3. The anomaly must be engaged. This could be through an interviewor
interrogation, possib ly assisted with technology. The technological
assista nce may be remote or in contact w ith the individual, and covert
or overt. The polygraph is an example of an overt contact technology
for interrogation.
4. An assessment of current and future behavior needs to be made. In
amilitary context it is important for the assessment to delineate desire,
intent, and decision to act.
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Findings
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• $cientific evidence exists to support identification of individuals using
DNA, iris scans, and possibly fingerprints.
• Incident-specificpolygraph tests can discriminatelying from truth
telling at rates well above chance, bllt such methods are not useful for
screening.
• Quoted success for identifying deception and intent are post-hoc and
incorrectly equate success in identifying covert combatants with the
identification of drug smugglers, warrant violators, etc.
• Detection of deception is confounded by culture.
• No compelling evidence yet exists to support remote monitoring of
physiological signals in an operational scenal-io.
• No scientific evidence exists to support the detection or inference of
future behavior, including intent.
• Training exists in 000 for developing intuition and understanding of
the adversaries culture and environment.

Overarching Recommendation

• Train the soldier to be aware of diverse cultural environments and
complex human dynamics.
• Look for small incremental advances that add value to the well-trained
soldier, integrating the soldier throughout the research and
development processes to avoid unrealistic expectations.
• Estab lish a discipline ofscience for technology and methodo!ogy
development and deployment.
• Develop valid performance and effectiveness goals and metrics.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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- Develop clear and measurable expectations .
- Link the research, development, and deployment to the problem
space, including clear definition of the ope rational scenarios.
- Use unbiased peer-review for program plans.
• Leverage research expertise in biomedical sensor deve)opment

3
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1

INTRODUCTION

The JASON was asked by the Oepartment of Oefense (000) to provide
an assessment of the potential utility and efficacy of monitoring and
assessing human behavioral physiology and verbal and nonverbal
communication to determine and forecast human intent. In addition to
evaluating current capabilities, the JASON was asked to delineate potentially
usefu l research topics that could further progress in these areas for critical
securityapplications.
The human dimension has become an increas ingly important
component of warfare in the 21st Century. Today, the soldier must be
equipped to understand new cultures and complex bel ןavioral dynamics .
This is clearly articulated in a recent U.S. Army Training and Ooctrine
Command report
[ 1.]

"Whi/e unab וe to ru/e out conjlict with western peer nations the
most /ike/y juture cוashes wi  ווbe against opponents that will
approach war/are /rom radically dij/erent perspectives that do not
con/orm to U.S. or Western practices. They wi וl view American
moral politica  וand cu וtura/ va  וues as vulnerabi וities to exploit.
Future conjlict wil/ remain savage and b וoody with potentia /
horrijic attacks on the U.S. and its allies. The Army wil  ו/ ace an
unconstrained enemy empowered rather than /imited by
techn%gy. Such adversaries' objectives would not be to destroy or
de/eat U.S. or alוied /ormations by /orce 0/ arms but to shatter
po וitical and popular will to continue protracted conjlict
J

J

J

J

Future conjlict there/ore is וike!y to usher in another era 0/ sma וl
"savage wars 0/ peace." Rather than retrea ~ the U.S. and its
miוitary /orces often with allies and other interested nations wilו
remain engaged in complex power strugg וes worוdwide in order to
protect national interests. For Army /orces a strategy 0/
engagement pוaces a greater premium on understanding the
human dimension .
J

J

J

5
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While there have been recent and pro!ound changes in the ways
and means to conduct war, its essence will not change. Conf!ict will
remain complex and chaotic, and human jrailties and irrationality
wil  וcontinue to characterize war's nature. ]ust as in the past, the
root causes oj juture conf!icts will arise jrom jear, hatred, greed,
honor, and ambition. The human dimension oj war dejies simple
logic. For that reason, understanding as much as possible about this
dimension becomes critical to inf!uencing and achieving javorable
outcomes in juture conf!icts.
War will continue to be primarily a contest oj opposing wills.
Ambiguity, danger, physical exertion, jriction, and chance,
constitute the ((climate ojwar"which contribute to the ((jog ojwar"
with which commanders must contend in juture operations.
Techno וogy, intelligence, and operational design can reduce
uncertainty; however. commanders still must make decisions based
on incomplete, inaccurate, or contradictory injormation. These
jactors will continue to play a predominant role in the environment
ojjuturejull spectrum operations".

An ultimate goal is to train and technologically support the soldier for
understanding, detecting, and forecasting human intent. This presents an
enormous challenge for the DOD due to the complexity of human behavior,
as well as tl1e cultural variances in the ways a person can express his or her
intent and the inducements leading to implementation of that intent.
DOD feels that while a development effort that strives to make progl"eSS
in this area is a high-risk undertaking, the potential impact of any substantive
progress can be of great value for a number of important applications. This
is especially relevant to combat situations where identifying combatants
and/or terrorists is a high priority. Therefore, insight into how context,
culture, body language, verbal expression, and human physiologic changes
could provide measurable signatures of human intent could add significant
value to the national security community.

FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
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DOD tasked the JASON to provide a scientific,evaluation and assessment
of the following :

• "What are the most promising methods /or developing re/evant
behaviors/signatures o!terrorists/covert combatants?
• What are the most promising techniques jor measuring, detecting,
characterizing and identi[ying behaviors/signatures relevant to covert
combatant behaviors/signatures?
• To what degree can human behavioral neurophysiology and verbal and
nonverba/ communications taken together improve our ability to assess
human intent?
• Can virtual environments serve as an e!!ective method%gica/ and
training tool!orelucidating the!actors that indicate human intent? Can
virtual environments be usedjor training advanced sensor skills to make
soldiers more sensitive to the enemy's tactical behavior and natural
communications occurring in a civilian environment?"
The report begins in Section 2 with a formal statement of the problem
goal, which is to detect the intent to do harm in a military stetting. This will
be co ntrasted w ith the problem of detecting deception. Section 3 puts culture
into context for the human dimension ofinferring intent. Section 4 discusses
methods for training the soldier to identify hostile intent. Section 5 discusses
sensor technologies for detecting hostile in tent. Section 6 discusses
interview methodo!ogies for confirming the inte nt to do harm. Section 7
draws attention to the need for fostering th e use of scie ntific best practices
in human dime nsio n research. Section 8 wili draw some וf nai conciusio ns .

7
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2

PROBLEM STATEMENT

An ultimate goal for the DOD is to detect the intent to do harm of a covert
combatant. This means one needs to be able to identify and interact with the
combatant for the purpose of assessing intent. The combatant may be in a
crowd at an airport or train station, in a remote village, or being detained in
a cell. The combatant may be from a foreign culture, i.e., a culture that is
foreign to the observer. The combatant, from his or her perspective, may be
skilled in deception and be on a holy or culturally justified mission versus a
harmful m iss ion. Th e problem is hard because differ ent people with intent to
do harm will s how different states of stress, nervousness, and anomalous
behaviors.
The briefers, listed in Table 1, were consistent regarding the steps in the
process for identifying a combatant and then assessing intent. These steps
are given here.
1 .  זt is necessary to be able to gai n an understa nding of the
baselineenvironment, i.e., what is norma ו. This could be normal crowd
behavior at the airport, typical street interactions in a village, or the
normal physiological response of an inmate .
2. It is necessary to be able to recognize an anomaly in the context of
thebaseline environment . It may be possible to induce a shock into the
baseline that could help anomalies present themselves.
3. The ano maly must be engaged. This could be through an interviewor
interrogation, possibly assisted with technology. The technological
assistance may be remote or in contact with the individual, and it could
be covert or overt (the polygraph is an example of an overt contact
technology for interrogationכ.
4. An assess ment of current and futu re behavior needs to be made. In
am ilitary context it is importa nt for the assessme nt to deli neate desire,
intent, and decision to act.
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TabJe 1: Briefers
Barbara OKane, PhD
( Night Vision & Electronic
Sensors Directorate and
Badguyology™
Program Manager)
Paul Ekman, PhD
Jay Nunamaker, PhD
Matthew jensen, PhD
jeffrey McNeil, PhD
'rroy Brown, PhD
Dan Martin, PhD
Robert Burns
Sgt. Peter DiDomenica
Lt. Buzz Benson
Stacy Marsella, PhD
Louis-Philippe Morency, PhD
jeremy Bailenson, PhD
Anton Leuski, PhD

US Army RDECOM CERDEC

UCSF and Paul Ekman Group
University of Arizona and Group Systems
University of Arizona
United States Army Special Operations
Command (USASCO )
Defel וse Academy for Credibility Assessment (DACA)
MRAC, LLC
HSARPA
Massachusetts State Police
Gwinnett County Sherifrs Department, Atlanta, GA
University ofSouthern California (USC )
University of Southern California (USC )
Stanford University
University ofSouthern California (USC )

Each part of the process has complications. The human norma  וstate is
highly dependent on culture and context. At a minimum, signi וf cant training
is needed to ga in intimate familiarity of new environments, frequently
nonWestern environ ments. VirtuaJ worlds and serious computer games,
coupled with field training, could be heJpful components in the development
of a cultural understanding of one's relevant surroundings .
Identifying an anomaly or anomalous behavior within the background is
also difficult. Given the low expected frequency of covert co mbatants, many
false-positive identifications should be expected. Several new security
screening programs were presented by the briefers. Data should exist to heJp
understand the rate of false-positive identi וf cations in airports or train
stations where these methods are being employed by thousands of screeners .
The ]ASON did not have access to data or peer-reviewed information
regarding the claims of success of the various security screening programs .
However, anecdotally it was found through media reports that in recent
airport screenings, 1-2% of the individuals se lected for secondary screening
through the Transportation Security Administration's Screening Passengers
by Observation Technique program, a non-profiling methodology, were
9
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arrested
(e.g.,
http://seattlepi.nwsource.com/local/344868
airportprofiler26.html). It was stated that these arrests were for a variety of
charges, including possession of drugs, weapons violations, and outstanding
warrants and not, however, for terrorist identification and detention, the
reasons

for which the secondary screening was performed (e.g.,

http://blogs.computerworld.com/node/ 6971) . Metrics for assessing the
success of such processes would be required to decide their efficacy and
efficiency. For example, would the outcome have been different if 1-2% of
individuals wall<ing about in a city in the U.S. were randomly selected for
secondary screening?
Detecting, let alone identifying, i11tent is s imply not feasible today through
technoJogy, interview techniques, or coupJed interview and technology
soJutions, even within the same cuJture. Figure 1 summarizes the state-of-theart in confirming identity, detecting deception, and inferring intent. JASON [2]
concJuded that identity could be inferred through DNA, iris scans, and possibly
fingerprints, provided adequate cross-linked and indexed databases to match
this in formation were avaiJable. JASON [2] and National Research Council [3]
concluded that the polygraph, with a well trained examiner, could detect
incident specific deception. Both studies indicated more research would be
needed to enab le the development of a clandestine poJygraph equivalent and
the development of methods for the detection of more general deception. The
National Research Council [3] report did not find polygraph techniques useful
or hopeful for screening of other forms of deception and intent.
JASON [2] and National Research Council [3] encouraged exploration
into remote biometric measurement techniques as potentially usefuJ means
to enhance interview technoJogies. However, the reports were cJear that such
advances would Jikely stem from the biomedical community and wouJd need
extensive scienti וf c testing to assess if relevant signatures couJd be obtained .
ln the present context, obtai ning these signatures could assist the soJdier in
con וf rming anomalies in the baseline environment and assessing the
anomaJies' current and future intent.

10
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Figure 1:
JASON [2] and National Research COllncil [3  נfe lt there was some
indication in the  ןiterature that derneanor detection could be accornplished
by lea rning to recognize facial expressio ns, verbal and

I רon-verbal

cues ,

ernblems, and body rnovement. However, both studies indicated the absence
of an experimental science base to validate these hypotheses. Intelligence
Science Board [4] covers some of the most important challenges that exists
with tlle problem of assessing intent of a covert combatant, namely cנu ture
barriers .

3

CULTURE
A usefLll step toward infen'i ng intent is to understand what is normal in

the surrounding environment. What is norm נa has huge cLll tLlral nuances. The
I רuances

go wel l beyol רd linguistics and dl'ess code. The famous qllote from

Sl גn Tzu [5] is apPI'opriate nere .

"1!you know the enemy and know yourse!f,you need not!ear the resu!t
o!a hLlndred battles.וו
The problem is that today's soldie נ- may not be prepared to know either !

Findings:

11
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•

Detection of deception is confounded by cu\ture.

Recommendation:
•

The soJdier's cross-cultural understanding of his adversary must be

developed and must go well beyond situational awareness training in
order to enable the detection of anomalies in a baseline environment.•
000 s hould continu e (increase כtraining in foreign language skills
because it helps sensitize the soldier to the cultural differences they will
need to confront and accommodate.
It is essential to understand cultural variances in the expression and
implementation of intent in a military context. Many peop\e discuss the
importance of culture. There has been a volume of research done on the
theoretical development of social networks, frequently post !acto. What has
not been done is the translation of this social understanding into useful and
validated methods for the soldier on the ground. Some studies have been
designed to evaluate cultural differences on detecting anomalies and
deception. However, they fall short of reality, typically involving university
students and largely focusing on linguistic differences. The reviews by
Hazlett and I(leinmann in [4] put much ofthis into context.
The jASON believes that this important area has not received the serious
attention it merits. This may be because what has bee n written in this area is
not sufficiently practical for the reader to understand and use to recognize
the deep rooted cultural differences that surround all of us in daily life. This
may also be because the explicit and implicit recommendations are not easily
reduced to practice. When it comes to the detection and assessment of covert
co mbatants intent, the consequences of cultllral differences may be
insurmountable without years of mentoring, training, and education.
To that end, the JASON will present the cultural case in a unique fashion.

12
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3.1 Cultural Separation ofSocieties: What can we learn
from the Greeks and neighhoring cultures?
Culture leaves important, often indelible, imprints on human behavior.
ReJevant to this study, these imprints incJude the patterns of response to
stimuli of various kinds, the ability and propensity to deceive as necessary,
how peopJe formulate tactics and strategy, the likelihood of detection and
detectability of intent and intended actions by various means. Such
behavioral patterns (traits) comprise the unwritten, timeless assumptions
that enable the formation and efficient function of societies. To illustrate this
pOint, examples and contrasts with the modern "West" will be drawn from
ancient and modern Greece, the Eastern Mediterranean, and the Middle East.
Ancient Greeks valued and cherished the abi lity to live together in cities
and societies. Scorn was attached to solitary existence. When a civilian was
punished in ancient Athens, even to death, he or she had the simple option of
either staying in Athens and taki ng the pu nishment, or simply leaving the city,
forbidden from returning and forced to live among barbarians. Socrates had
the option of leaving the city after he was convicted of corrupting the city's
youth, i.e., teaching mores and values outside the norm. Socrates chose to stay
and drink the hemlock.
Words that exist in both Greek and English illustrate the general
appreciation of Socrates' notion. Idiot in ancient Greek means someone who
lives by himself. There is no ancient (or modern) Greek word for privacy
because, in ancient times, people who lived by tl1emselves were assessed
incapable of fun ctioning with others. 8y extension, the ancient Greeks
perceived problems with a person that needed "privacy". Contrast this with
the American idealization of the "lonesome cowboy": the ancient Greeks
would have considered him to be an idiot. However, in Ame rican culture,
privacy is (presumed) to be a self-evident, constitutionally granted, and a
protected right, even though the word does not appear anywhere in the
constitution.

13
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The word civilization in Greek is חoג1Tla,(ן1. which means, "that which
( onJy כoccurs in a city." The word for !unny in ancient Greek is aaTEIO(, which
JiteraJJy means "(an attribute onJy a  כcity person (ca n possessייכ. Non city
dweJJers are not capabJe of humor (the vapor that a human exudes כ, which
has no vaJue unJess there are others around to appreciate it.
The ancients both celebrated and strengthened the differe ntiation
between societies as a necessary cataJyst for a smoothly operating society.
This differentiation was also a means to set societies apart from others that
may be in competition. This both helped protect societal id entity and allowed
enemies to be demonized.
To summarize, the primaJ need to defend and separate societies Jeads to
the development of culturaJ behavioraJ traits that are the product of
intentionaJ upb ringing and education. That Jeads, in turn, to deep-rooted
differences between cultures. For exampJe, variances in Janguage and dialect,
whiJe originaJJy a naturaJ outgrowth of geographic separation, were aJso
vaJued as a mark of ethnic identity. If the goaJ is deception, it is difficuJt to
succeed as a cross-culturaJ impostor, in a cuJture sufficiently different from
ones own, Janguage differences aside.

3.2

Navigating Cultural Variances
Many peopJe who have not deepJy experienced tJ1e great variance

between cuJtures naturally assume that either others are Jike them and share
tl1e same vaJues, or, worse, that others should share the same values, religion,
etc. 8y extension, many people believe that they have the right to impose
their values on others. Observing and interpreting behavior is naturaJJy done
using ones own cuJturaJ metrics. 1
As an example, there is a surprising commonaJity that persists today
between the cuJture found in Crete, SiciJy (where Greek was spoken in some

1  חיthis case, neglecting the ancient Greek advice ,
by yours (your owrl metrics.)

" סo  חot

judge others' (actions/affairsכ
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villages until relatively recentlyכ, and Corsica 2 . Corsicans today consider
themselves as descendants of the ancient Greeks and most Corsican
geographic names are traceable to Greek and Latin/Italian, not to French .
Corsicans do not consider themselves French and ridicule the French .
Conversely, the French do not appreciate the difficulty and insist that
Corsicans should behave as the French do. As long as this short-sightedness
persists on both sides, the (serious  כproblems between Corsica and France
will continue .
Among these three closely interrelated island cultures, the ability to
deceive is developed from a young age, prized, and considered an art. In
Western Judeo-Christian cultures, deception and lies are considered a sin, a
fact claimed to have been chiseled in stone in the Ten Commandments.
Deception is, however, a common behavior among many EasternMediterranean and Middle-Eastern cultures. To many Judeo-Christians,
Arabs, for example, are liars. The significant misunderstanding, however, is
that what is prized in those cultures is not lying, per se, but the ability to
deceive. In many Eastern-Mediterranean and Middle-Eastern societies, one is
not allowed to lie to people in ones own social network. The Commandment
regarding lying actually attests to this: "Thou shalt not bear false witness

against thy neighbour." In the original Greek translation ofthe Old Testament,
the phrase for neighbor is the person close to you, with an ambiguity that is
clearly intentional.
Lying within one's own social network is a very serious transgression in
Eastern-Mediterranean and Middle-Eastern societies and stigmatizes one's
family. Such societies are guided by an honor code, expect their members to
abide by many powerful written and unwritten rules, and may need few
policemen. One finds few policemen in Crete or Corsica, for example. Contrast
this with modern Western cultural and behavioral practices, in which societal
systems are designed in the expectatio n that people will do what they can get
away with. The difference in incarceration rate between the U.S. and Europe,
especially in Southern Europe, is sobering.

2  ךIר

e island of "beauty" is a iiteral translation of the ancient Greek name for the island
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The notion of a social network in these societies is a compIex concept
which depends on what constitutes the network's unifying principle, in each

case. For fam ily matters, depending on what these may be, the social network
may be the immediate or the greater famiIy itself. lf to respond to a dispute
between factions, the social network is automatically the faction. If the issue
is topical, the sociaI network may be the vilIage society. If there is a nationaI
threat, the sociaI network is the nation, even though the Iatter is a relatively
modern, externaIly imposed, concept in the Middle East, leading to many
misunderstandings in the West. Briefly, th ere is no such thing as the network,
a point that has been missed by efforts to map the network and attach
individuals to the network. This should be borne in mind in the attempts to
map such networks with a goaI of deriving inferences and predictions from
them. The social network is necessary for sociaI/unction, in such societies.
WhiIe a sinister s ubnetwork may exist or be formed, as necessary, its
formation is part ofthe same semi-automatic process that adapts and defines
a network to respond to a need, as discussed above.

3.3

CulturalImpact

Understanding cultural variances and nuances, even in one's own
culture, develops with maturity. This can pose difficulties for our young
soldiers.
The 000 must be realistic in its expectations regarding the soldiers' capacity
to become quickly imm ersed and accepted in differel ךt cuItures. Substantial
training and additional education, e.g., languages, wiIl be needed. New
technoIogies developed to assist the soldier in the identification of covert
combatants and the assessment of intent to do harm must be vetted and
vaIidated in cross-cultural scenarios .
To further underscore the importance of a healthy cLIItu ral cogn ition, we
close with a personal story from a JASON who lived in Tehran for many years.
In Tehran, matters are made more compIex by the fact that in these cultures,
a person maintains a public and a private persona. The former is shared
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openly, while the latter is reserved for the closed environment. This
separation ofthe close-environment face from the public face is also reflected
in the architecture ofthese cultures from ancient times. The family house had
one small door and possibly no windows to the outside, with openings of the
living quarters to a surrounded courtyard that served as the family nucleus
center, where the hearth was. The ancient Greek word for hearth (tuT  וa) is
the same as the word for !ocus, as in optics. Similarly, in Latin. It was and is
considered. a fai lure to allow the private persona to be revealed in an
inappropriate environment, and something that approaches a crime, in some
cultures, for a woman to do so. Such a separation is considered duplicitous
and dishonest in Western cultures .

4

TRAINING
Anecdotally, human endeavor is typically improved by education and

training, whether it is some athletic skill, public speaking or rattling off the
multiplication tables. Training is needed to understa nd and prepare for the
human dimension in today's and tomorrow's conflicts.ln the miJitary context
reviewed here, training is needed to both understand and gain experience
with diverse cuJtura] environments, to detect deviations from normal
behavior in those environments, and to initiate interactions targeted at
assessing intent to do harm.

Finding:
• Training exists in DOD today to assist in deveJoping intuition and
understanding of adversaries' cuJture and environment.

Recommendations:
• The deveJopment of training programs to prepare the soldier for
diverse cu]turaJ environments and complex human dynamics may be
DODs best near-term investment.
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• Red teams, embedded in military training exercises, could be used to
field test new technologies and interrogation strategies.
• Integrating the "end users" into technology development and
deployment may help identify promising technologies at an early stage
and help minimize unrealistic expectations regarding the utility of the
technology.

4.1

Field Training and Red Teams

The Defense Science Board (2003)[6] stressed the current importance
of the development of red teams and training involving red teams, given the
fact that current adversaries are more difficult targets for intelligence than
during the Cold War. As was described in Section 3, many of the cultural
dynamics the soldier may need to face is cou nter intuitive to the social
dynamics with which he or she is familiar. This training. at a minimum,
prepares the soldier for the type of environment they will encounter.  זt could
also prepare them to gain an intuitive understanding ofwhat is normal in that
environment and how to detect deviations from normal .
Genera l Meigs [7] characterizes the training involving red teams as the
"contact scrimmage" before the game. In refer ence to Fo rt Irwin training3, the
Operations Group does everything it can to replicate the actual environment
in which the unit will find itself. This effort includes the use of an "enemy", a
unit that, in peacetime, does nothing but play Red Force for the training units.
This exclusive focus ensures that the Opposing Force is very hard to beat and
that they can adapt to the training needs of various un its. The Operations
Group also takes from the unit commander (or his boss) the collective
training ski lls the unit must master in order to acco mplish the mission in the

3 The Army operates a very realistic training program a t Fort Irwin, in the Mojave Oesert.
In this progra m, the Army tries to teach their soldiers and office rs how to handle themselves
in Ira q. Army units come to Fort Irwin just before deployment a nd s pend one to two weeks
in training. There is a similar Marine training center at Twe nty Nine Palms.
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area of operations. They weave these tasks into the exercise. Anomalies are
created within events in the exercise to force the unit's chain of command to
adapt to the unexpected. Units must confront all of the capab ilities that a
thinking enemy would likely throw at them.
Normally, a rotation in opposed-force maneuver at a Combat Training
Center lasts approximately 10 days. About every other day, the Operations
Group conducts After Action Reviews. These are seminars in which the
leaders ofthe units relive the events ofthe exercise to date, explaining in their
own words what went well and what did not. The psychological imprinting
of the lessons is very powerful. General Meigs [7] figuratively caIls this "scar tissue learI רing." In addition to the After Action Reviews that occur at
intervals during the exercise, one takes place at the end of the maneuver that
wraps things up and s ummarizes to the unit leadership those tasks and skiIIs
that they must continue to improve. This kind of competitive training is one
of the unique strengths of the US Army and is believed to be one of the
reasons uni ts have done as weII as they have in Iraq and Afghanistan.
The Fort Irwin experience will be described in some detail here. At Fort
Irwin, surrogate Iraqi viIlages have been constructed with materials and
architecture intended to mimic what is actually encountered in Iraq. For
example, b uildings have flat roofs, designed for s leeping in hot weather, but
from which "snipers" can target troops. The streets are strewn with trash that
is typical of that found in Iraq. The debris is used to conceal improvised
explos ive devices (IE Ds), booby traps, etc.
The villages are populated by Iraqi-American actors, dressed as Iraqis
with flowing robes for the dignitaries, women with or without veils,
teenagers in sneakers and blue jeans. AIl speak Arabic with a strong Iraqi
accent. The troops who have come back from Iraq say that the actors are very
real istic, both in appearance and mannerisms.
Fo r most of the troops, the training involves very little technology and is
focused on how to interact with peop le from another culture. This ranges
from troop behavior in a hostile crowd ofviIlagers to how their commanding
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officer interacts with the vil]age mayor. It is important to note that the
trainers here are the red team.
Fort Irwin has an IED "]aboratory" whe re versions of IEDs found in Iraq
are manufactured for use in training exercises and are emplaced to harass
the "trainees." The laboratory personnel, mostly technically inclined young
enlisted men, are approximately the same age as their real counterparts in
Iraq who are making IEDs to kill the troops. Efforts are made to mimic the
actual operating procedures now understood in Iraq .  ןn addition to the bomb
makers, there are financiers, less ski]]ed people who emplace the IED's,
triggermen, ca meramen, etc .
To date, the best report of the value of the Fort Irwin training has been
that most officers and soldiers report that they were grateful for having gone
through the training soon after they arrived in Iraq. Some of them have gone
through the training cyc]e severa] times.

4.2

Technology Insertion
The question arises regarding the use of technology in these training

exercises. The Mark 1 eyeball is considered a useful technique for detection
fo 1EDs. In the case of the training just described, some may confuse the Mark

1 eyeball, i.e., the human observer, with physical technology. In fact it is not.
The Mark 1 eyeball is a behavior that the soldier can learn. Soldiers are taught
to refine their ability to look and scan an area carefully. Subtle differences
among the soldiers have emerged in the Mark 1 eyeba// training. Some
soldiers al"e good at finding IEDs, others not so good.
Now consider true physical technologies. Good new technology is
recognized as such by the users in Iraq, and field commanders soon demand
as much as they ca n get. Other techno]ogy s its in crates in forward operati ng
bases after battle-hardened troops convince themselves that it gives them
negligible protection, and perhaps even subjects them to more casualties
because of its overhead and distractions.
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Perhaps not all discarded technologies are rea lly useless, and perhaps
they suffer because they do not come with a good training team to show the
troops how to use the new equipment However, it seems that if the
"endusers" were more integrated into the technology development and
deployment process, promising technologies would be quickly identified and
poor technologies diverted. In other technology areas, best practices for
technology development considers the end-user as the focus of the
development (Kortum 2008) [8].

4.3

VirtuaJ Environments for Training

Part ofthe task statement asked the JASON for an assessment ofthe use
of virtual environments for training to help elucidate factors indicating
human intent and for advanced sensor technology use. The JASON did not
focus on these components of the task statement and does not have specific
findings and recommendations in response to these co mpo nents of the task
statement This is because the technical challenges, both hardware and
algorithms, in virtual environments out-strip any potential current use.
Virtual environments may one day be useful to suppleme nt trainjng, in
ways similar to how simulations and serious games have beco me useful.[9]
Facilities are being developed (e.g., http://vhil.stanford.edu/) which allow
people to view and independently control computer-modeled images, called
avatars, in computer-generated environments. When immersed in such a
"Virtual Reality," (VR), the scene and activities experienced within it can
change in response to the avatars.4 Such VR facilities and technologies may
have promise as instruments for training of military personnel. One

One outside group which might be fru itfully consulted about this consists of classical
psychoanalysts together with some of their long psychoanalyzed patients. For nearly a
century such analysts have been involved with personality projections and "transference"
phenomena. The psychoanalysts have typical1y spent many hundreds of hours with each of
many patients. lt might be interesting to see how well psychoanalysts would predict
responses of each of their patients to a special set of VR experiences. If the psychoanalysts
predict better then the VR designer group, what are the additional insights psychoanalysts
use? How useful is the very long period of intimate contact with the patient in making their
prediction mOI'e reliable?
4
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advantage would be that training in VR of many scenes similar to those likely
to be experienced later in the real world, including interactions with
deceivers and covert combatants, could be reproduced and widely
distributed.
One can envision a range ofVR uses, some that would be accommodated
by simple 20 VR systems and others that would require a 30 environment to
achieve the desired goals. High-fidelity VR systems that create the most
complete 30 experiences will demand large amounts of processing power
and commun ication bandwidth, which are expected to improve over time .
These are needed to interpretvarious user inputs (e.g. body motions or even
speech  כand provide real-time imagery, sound, and even tactile environments
back to the user.
One of the key challenges to developing VR technoJogy for training
soldiers to detect hostile intent will be the ability to simuJate many virtuaJ
peopJe and to capture and evolve group behaviors in a virtual world. A near
term goal might be to take a very specific probJem Jike the Mark 1 eyeball and
develop and validate a virtual scenario that better trains, or complements the
training, ofthe soldier in a Ft. Irwin type environment. A long term goal would
be to provide a virtuaJ training environment which could provide results
comparabJe to the training at Fort lrwin. This goal is judged to be extremely
difficu)t, and currently available VR capab ility falls short of achieving it in
many ways. A med ium-term goal would be a VR humvee driving simulator,
with area-specific roads crowded cities, and IEO threats, for training of
drivers before deployment to a specific operational area. Vehicle simulators
have long been successful for training of air craft pilots and tank drivers (as
at Fort Knox  ;כthe goal here is training of humvee drivers to recognize cues
for IEOs or hostile vehicJes.
Appendix A reviews some of what the JASON learned about virtual
enviro nments. 000 may find it useful to fol)ow some of these technological
advances. As with all 000 technology adoption, rigorous scientific validation
and demonstration should be app lied. In particular, whiJe visua lly or
otherwise appealing, metrics would need to be defined against which VR
technology utility would be assessed.
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5

TECHNOLOGY

Insp ired by the success of the Recognitions of Combatants-Vehicle
(ROCV) program [10], DOD created the Badguyology™ program to explore a
similar paradigm in deception and intent detection. The ROC-V concept uses
visual cues of geometric shape and hot spots from thermal imagery to
discriminate between blue versus red combat vehicles. Training the soldier to
recognize the shape cues and use the thermal technology has virtually
eliminated fratricide of armored vehicles.
Moving from the identification ofvehiclesto human deception and intent
will not be easy or quick. Promising technology will need to be vetted and
validated, scientifically.  זt will need to be demonstrated that the technology
adds measurable value to the soldier in the defined operational scenarios .
Technology fielded too soon will neither save lives nor benefit the soldier.

Findings:
• No compelling evidence yet exists to support remote monitoring of
physiological signals in an operational scena rio .
• No scientific evidence exists to support the detection or inference of
future behavior, including intent.

Recommendations:
• Establish a discipline of science for techno\ogy and methodology
development and deployment.
• Leverage resea rch expertise in biomedical se nsor development.

This section brief1y covers severa\ technologies that have been proposed
for the measurment of physiological responses under stress. Upon reviewing
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these techn oJogies, the JASO N was disappointed to find that even the first
steps of vaJidati ng these technologies has not yet been documented in the
pubJished, peer-reviewed literature.

5.1 Heart Rate, Heart Rate Variability, and Respiration Rate
Physiological signals change in response to both physical and emotional
stress due to the influence of the autonomic nervous system[ll]. Sensors
have been developed to measure these changes. Traditional sensors require
contact with the subjects skin and some are the basis of the standard
poJygraph [3]. In co ntrast, novel sensors have been proposed for the remote
monitoring of physiologicaJ signaJs [12, 13, 18, 19]. Due to their non-contact
nature, however, remote sensors often produce noisy signals. Several of the
remote measurement technologies will be discussed here. It will be pointed
out that the remote sensors have not been adequately validated to confirm
their abili ty to robustly and accurately measure physiological signals in the
prese nce of noise.
Many of the remote sensors attempt to measure heart rate (HR), heart
rate variability (HRV), andjor respiration rate (RR). HR and HRV are the
physiologicaJ variables traditionally measured by the gold standard
electrocardiogram (ECG), a sensor that requires contact with the subject's
sl<in. The puJse oximeter, another contact se nsor, is also ofte n used as a gold
sta ndard method of measuring HR. RR is traditionaJJy measured by the gold
standard nasal cannula, yet another contact senso r. If remote sensors are to
be of vaJue, it must be demonstrated, as a first step, that remote sensors can
measure physiological variables with accuracy and precision, as compared to
goJd standard contact sensors.
Gold Standard Electrocardiogram: The ECG measures the difference
in voJtage between two Jocations on the subject's body. The change in voltage
produced by each contraction of the heart r esuJts in sharp deflections in the
measured signaJ[14]. The top trace in Figure 2 shows an ECG signal measured
from a subject at rest. Deflections caused by an individuaJ heartbeat are
circJed in blue. Three deflections occur for each heartbeat: (1) the P-wave,
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indicating electrical depolarization of the atria (the two small, upper
chambers ofthe heart); (2) the QRS-complex, indicating depolarization
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Figure 2: Top Trace: An ECG signal measured from a subject at rest.
Deflections caused by an individual heartbeat are circled in blue. P-waves
indicate electrical depolarization of the atria while QRS-complexes and Twaves indicate ventricular depolarization and repolarization, respectively.
Bottom trace: A pulse oximetry signal measured simultaneously from the
same subject. Periodicities in the pulse oximetry signal correlate with
periodicities in the ECG signal. Taken from [15].
of the ventl"icles (the two large, ןower chambers of the heart); and (3) the Twave, indicating electrical repolarization of the ventricles. Chal"acteristics of
the P-waves, QRS-complexes, and T -waves have been cal"efu lly correlated to
different types of electrical disturbances in the heart [14]. For this reason, the
ECG is generally accepted to be the gold standard method for assessing
electrical cardiac activity. This activity is often summarized in terms of HR
and HRV.

Heart Rate: HR is the rate at which the heart beats. HR is traditionally
measured as the inverse ofthe average ofthe NN intervals, the time intervals
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between successive, normal QRS-complexes [16]. NN intervals must be
measured with respect to a precise fiducial point on each QRS-complex.
Techn iques have been developed for the automated identification of these
ftducial points[17]. As the QRS-complex is a very large, sharp deflection,
robust identification of its fiducial point can often be achieved even in the
presence of some noise, such as the noise exhibited by the signal in the top
trace of Figure 2. However, extreme noise caused from body movements or
environmental electromagnetic interference can degrad.e the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR) of the ECG signal such that HR cannot be measured accurately.
For this reason, patients are often advised to remain still when their ECG
signals are recorded in the medical clinic. Normal, healthy adults at rest often
exhibit heart rates of approximately 70 bpm. During periods of stress, the
heart rate can rise well above 100 bpm. Well-trained athletes at rest often
exhibit heart rates lower than 50 bpm [11]. Therefore, classifying a subject's
HR as "elevated" depends upon knowledge of the subject's baseline HR at
rest. For example, while a HR of 72 bpm could indicate a lack of stress in a
normaI, healthy adult, this same heart rate could indeed indicate stress in a
welI-trained athlete.
Heart Rate Variability: HRV is a measure ofthe variabi וity between beat-

to-beat time intervals and is an indication of the state of the autonomic
nervous system. HRV can be measured using both ti me- and
frequencydomain techniques [16]. Time-domain techn iques for estimating
HRV require robust measurement of successive NN intervals. Therefor e,
these techniques require robust identification of QRS-complex fiducial
pOints.[7] Some timedomain techniques measure botl1 the high and low
frequency components of the NN intervals. Other time-domain techniques
measure eithel" the high or low frequency components on ly. Each technique
requires a different mode of interpretation, as the low and high frequency
components reveaI different information about the state of the subject's
autonomic nervous system [16]. Frequency-domain techniques lead to other
estimates of HRV, as well. With these techniques, the power spectrum of the
NN intervals are estimated, the low and high frequency components are
identified in the spectrum, and their relative power is estimated. The ratio of
the power in the low fre quency component versus the power in the high
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frequency component is referred to as "the LF /HF ratio" and requires yet
another interpretation of autonomic balance [16].
Pu/se Oximetry: A pulse oximeter (oxyge n-content measureme nt) shines

both red and infrared light through a subject's fingertip, toe, or earlobe. The
concentration of oxygen in the subject's blood can then be estimated based
upon the difference in absorption between these two frequencies of light

[נ ו.

Thus the pulse oximeter has become the gold standard method for estimating
oxygen concentration [15]. Furthermore, as is shown in Figure 2, the
measured s ignal changes with each h eart beat. The bottom trace shows a
pulse oximeter signal measured from a subject at rest. The top trace shows
an ECG signal measured simultaneously from the same subject. Periodicities
in the puJse oximetry signal can be clearJy seen. These periodicities correlate
visual1y with the QRS-complexes in the ECG. Thus the pulse oximeter has a1so
become another gold standard method of estimating HR [15]. Provided that
the pu1se oximeter samp1es data at a fast enough rate, it is likely that the
pe riodicities in the measured signal couJd be used to estimate HRV as wel1 as
HR. However, little has been published in the peer-reviewed literature
describing HRV estimation from pulse oximetry signaJs .
Nasa/ Ca  חחu/a: The nasal cannula consists of smaJJ tubes inserted into

each nostril. The tubes are used to deliver oxygen to the subject with each
inward breath and/or to measure the gases exhaled from the subject with
each outward breath. The measured signaJ is then processed to estimate the
subject's RR. Provided that the subject does not breathe through his or her
mouth, the nasal cannula provides a direct measurement ofthe subjects RR
[20.]

5.2

Remote Technologies for HR, HRV, and RR

The JASON reviewed the fo11owing remote technologies for HR, HRV, and
RR. These techno1ogies, whi1e representative, do not represent the on1y
remote techno10gies being deveJoped to measure physio1ogicaJ responses.
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Laser Dopple r Vibrometry: SeveraJ groups have proposed the use of
Laser DoppJer Vibrometry (LDV) to measure HR and HRV [12, 13, 21]. A Jaser
Doppler vibrometer measures the Doppler shift of a laser light reflected
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Figure 3: VCG (top) and ECG (bottom) measured s imultan eousJy from the
same subject Periodicities in the VCG correlate visually with periodicities in
the ECG. Taken from [13].
from a moving structure. The Doppler shift is related to the component of the
velocity of the moving structure in the direction of the laser beam. Thus the
velocity ofthe moving structure can be estimated from the measured Doppler
shift [12].
LDV has been used to measure the velocity of the chest waJJ (directly
over the heart) or the skin of the neck (directly over the carotid artery) at a
distance of 1-2 m [12, 13]. The resulting signal is referred to as the
vibrocardiogram (VCG). Figure 3 shows a 10-second recording ofthe VCG and
ECG measured simultaneously from the same s ubj ect The subject lay still
while the data were recorded. The laser light was directed towards the
subject's neck, directly over the carotid artery, where a reflector strip was
placed. P-waves, QRS-complexes, and T-waves ca n be identi וf ed visually in
the ECG. Periodicities in the VCG occur at approximately the same rate as the
QRS-complexes in the ECG .
Morbiducci et aJ. [12] have briefly described in the engineering
literature their methods for automated estimation of l-IR and HRV from the
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VCG. They use techniques similar to what are used for the ECG: First, fiducial
points are identified in the VCG indicating individuaI heartbeats. Then, NN
intervaIs are measured as the time intervaIs between successive fiducial
points. Next, HR is estimated as the average of the measured NN intervals.
Finally, both time- and frequency-domain techniques are used to calculate
different estimates of HRV.
This group has a  וso described in t ו1e literature their experiments to
validate the VCG-derived estimates of HR and HRV against the gold standard
ECG [12, 13]. Ref1ector strips were placed on the subject's sl<in, and the
subjects lay stilI while data was recorded. Results showed that the
VCGderived estimates of HR and HRV were sil ןןilar to ECG-derived estimates .
However, these results are suspect due to the manner in which the fiduciaI
points were identified in the VCG: A fiduciaI point was defined as the first
IocaI maximum in the VCG occurring immediately a/ter the jiducial point in the
ECG, the very gold standard against which the VCG was meant to be validated.

To summarize, LDV is a remote sensor that has been used to measure
HR and HRV. LDV, if it could be validated, has many advantages to the gold
standard ECG for the monitoring of cardiac activity. First, LDV is a non contact sensor that can measure signals at a short distance (1-2 mכ, allowing
covert measurement of cardiac activitywithout the subjects knowledge. Also ,
as LDV is an optical instrument, it is not affected by environmental
electromagnetic interference [12, 13]. However, LDV suffers from many
disadvantages, many ofwhich make validation ofthe senso r very challenging.
First, the VCG is an extremely noisy signal. Skin is a poor ref1ector of light and
operatiol1 of the LDV has not been validated in the absence of ref1ector strips
placed on the skin. LDV cannot be used in situations where the subject is
moving, as the DoppJer return from gross body movements is much larger
than the Doppler return of the cardiac contractions. Such clutter results in
complications when identifying fiduciaI points in the measured signaJ, the
first step in estimati ng HR and HRV.
The VCG has not been validated to an acceptable standard. Although two
validation experiments have been reported in peer-reviewed engineering
journals, both experiments were f1awed due to the biased nature in which
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וf duciaJ

points were identi וf ed in the VCG. AJso, onJy a very smaJJ number of

subjects were incJuded in each experiment, Jeading to statisticaJ anaJyses that
were JikeJy underpowered .
Radar: Radar is another remote sensor that has been used to monitor

physioJogicaJ signaJs [18, 22]. A radar system emits radio waves or
microwaves and then measures the scatter of the reflected waves in order to
gain information about the reflective target.
RadarFJash is a radar-based system used to detect the respiration of a
person hidden behind an opaque waJJ [18]. RadarFlash is intended for
appJications in law enforcement and search-and-rescue. Filters were
designed to attenuate frequency components outside the bandwidth of the
expected respiration signal, including components caused by radar self
motion and fluorescent lights. Figure 4 s hows a 55 second recording of the
וf Jtered

signaJ reflected through a 20 cm hoJJow core concrete wall. The

system began recording data before the subject waJked into the radar beam .
Point A describes the

וf ltered

signal reflected from an empty room, in the

absence of a subject. The subject entered the beam at the point labeled B, near
second eight, and then left the beam near second 52. The signallevel returned
to background at point H. Points C, D, E, and F are downward deflections
likely caused by the movement of the subject's chest wall during respiration.
The subject had been instructed to take a breath once approximately every
five seconds, similar to the rate at which the downward deflections occurred .
The RadarFlash technology has also been applied to the measurement of
HR. An additional filter was designed to separate the frequency components
due to respiration from those due to cardiac contractions. The resuJts ofthese
efforts have only briefly been pubJished in peer-reviewed journals.
Conference proceedings only briefly describe the use of this technology to
measure HR at a distance of 10 m and no vaJidation data were presented [18,
23,24].
To summarize, radar has been used for remote measurement of both RR
and HR. If it could be validated, the abiJity to measure these signals remotely,
without the knowledge of the subject, is an advantage of radar over the gold
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standard methods. However, radar also suffers from the same disadvantages
as LDV. First, the radar return is an extremely noisy signal. Special care

~~~~~----~----~--~.~--~~~
~--~~--~+ר-+~~~~~~--~~

i

Figure 4: The radar signature of one subject's respiration pattern, measured
through a 20 cm hol1ow core concrete wall. The subject walked into the radar
beam near second eight and wall<ed away from the beam near second 52. The
downward defiections marked C, D, E, and F were likely caused by the
movement of the subjects chest wal1 during respiration. Taken from [18]
must be taken to design filters to attenuate the frequency components of
gross body movements, as well as radar selfmotion and other environmental
clutter, in order to increase the SNR of the cardiovascular and respiratory
information in the refiected signal. Furthermore, no validation experiments
have been reported in the peer-reviewed literature.

Thermal Imagery: Another group has proposed the use of thermal
imagery to estimate HR [19]. Their system is based upon the premise that
blood puls ing through vessels modulates the temperature of surrounding
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tissue, with greater

I ןןodulation

in the vicinity of major supel'ficial b ןood

vessels, SLICh as the car'otid artery.
Garbey [19] describe in the engineering literature their methods for esti.(""
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Figure 5: (a  כThe raw temperature signall'ecol'ded fl'om an area directly over
the carotid artery, shown in (c כ. b כThe fi ltel'ed temperature signa1. Taken
from [19 ].

(

mati ng HR from therma וimages. Thermal video is taken of a subject's face
and neck while the sLlbject is still. Tracking soFtware has been developed to
allow the thermal video to remain focused on the region ofthe sLlbject's neck
directly over the carotid artery. Once the thermal video is recorded and saved
to disk, an anaJyst stLtdies tl1e first frame of the video and lnal1uaJly draws a
line directly over the subject's carotid artery. The pixels recorded in the
vicin ity of th is line are retai ned for fu rther analysis. Fi lters I ךave been
designed to attenuate the freque ncy components of the measured s ignai
outside tl רe expected bandwidth of the subject's HR, based on pl1ysiological
limits. Figul"e 5(a  כshows the raw s ignal recorded from an area directly OVel"
tl1e cal'otid al"tery, shown in Figure 5(cכ. Figure 5(b) shows the filtered signal.
Frequency-domain techniques are then used to estimate the HR from the
filtered temperature s ignals [19]. For each video frame, Fast Fourier
Transforms are applied to pixels along the lengtl ןof tl ןe carotid artery and
the average over all Fast Fouf'jer Transforms is calculated. The HR is
identified as tl1at frequency with the higl1est enel'gy within a pre-determined
bandwidth, based on physiological limits. As all processing is accomplished
in the frequency domain, identification of individual fiduciaJ points in the
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time domain is not requ ired, side-stepping one ofthe Jargest chaJJenges faced
by other approaches [12, 13, 18].
Garbey [19] pubJished the resu)ts of their validation experiment.
Thermal video and puJse oximetry were recorded for each of 34 subjects at
rest.
The thermal video-derived estimate of HR showed a high degree of
correJation with the pu)se oximetry-derived estimate. Statistical tests were
not performed, however.
To summarize, frequency-domain signaJ process ing techn iques have
been used to estimate HR from thermaJ images and have shown a high degree
of simiJa rity to gold standard estimates of HR. If it could be vaJidated, the
ability of thermaJ imagery to estimate HR without direct contact with the
subject is an advantage over goJd standard methods. However, the thermal
camera must be pJaced rather close to the subject, at a distance of no more
than a few feet; this may lower its utility in some ope rationa) sce narios .
Furthermore, thermaJ imagery suffers from the disadvantage of bei ng an
extremely noisy signal. Tracking software must be carefuJly designed, as "the
noise introduced due to tracking imperfections causes damage to the
performance of the method that is comparable Cif not larger כthan that of an
unclear vesseJ imprint."[19] Filters must also be carefuJly designed to
atte nuate frequencies caused by environmentaJ c)utter.
In concJusio n, the ability ofremote sensor s to estimate HR, HRV, and RR
must be validated against the gold standard methods. Accurate and precise
estimation of these physiologicaJ variabJes using remote sensors wi11 prove
cha11enging. Nevertheless, efforts should be made to vali date in a careful
manner the physiological variables estimated from remotely measured
signals and to report validation results in peer-reviewed medical journals.
Efforts s houJd be made to increase the SNR of the physiologicaJ information
contained in remotely measured signals. Improved software for tracking and
filtering may be one option. Efforts should also be made to estimate the HR
of a subject from a remotely measured signal using signal processing
methods that do nat depend upon the identification of fiducial pOints in
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individual heart beats, as the low SNR of remotely measured signals
complicates the robust identification of individual וf ducial points. Similarly,
efforts should be made to estimate RR using methods that do not depend
upon identi וf cation of fiducial points in individual breaths. Frequencydomain techniques may be one option for accomplishing this goal. Such
efforts may resuJt in low-fidelity estimates of HR and RR. However, an
estimate of HR rounded to the nearest 10 bpm, or an RR estimate rounded to
the nearest 10 breaths per minute, may still be usefuJ for the remote
detection of hostiJe intent. Finally, efforts should be abandoned to estimate
HRV from remotely measured signals, as the SNR of such s ignals is likely to
be too low to estimate HRV in an operational sce nario. Furthermore, the
many different techniques used to estimate HRV require different
interpretations that may unnecessariJy compJicate the soldier's mission.

5.3

Thermal Imaging for Fear and Deception Detection

ln addition to measuring heart rate, thermaJ imaging to monitor changes
in skin temperature has been proposed as a means of mon itoring stress in
individuaJs, thereby potentially providing evidence of fear or deception. The
idea is that key parts of the body, such as the region around the eyes
( periorbital region כ, exhibit anomalous changes in sl<in temperature due to
changes in blood flow induced by stress .
l'siamyrtzis [42], is among the most quantitative studies of the use of
thel"mography to obtain indications of deception. The authors inferred a
success rate of 87.2% in correctly classifying instances of deceptive and
nondeceptive behavior. The authors acknowledge that their experiments are
somewhat artificial; but, to their credit, they have paid attention to ensuring
that each subject is operating under the assumption that there is both a
reward for success (either deceivers or non-deceivers being considered
nondeceptive כand a penalty for failure (either deceivers or no n-deceivers
being deemed deceptiveכ.
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This study is based on prior work proposing that changes in periorbital
temperature can be an indication of fear [32], stress or deception [36, 39.]
The underlying idea, that changes in blood  חow can provide indications of
stress and therefore deceit, seems reasonable, in that functional magnetic
resonance imaging (tMRI) and other techniques provide indications of stresscorrelated changes in patterns of synaptic firing and concom itant changes in
blood  חow [31, 29, 28 .]
Specifically, Pavlidis and colleagues 11ave been developing methods for
tracking HR and RR, as well as skin-temperature changes, by means of
thermography: that is, by using an infrared-sensing video camera to monitor
an individuaJ subject [34, 41, 26, 19, 35]. In a slight modification of the
thermal method, they have also used an IR camera to monitor breathing rate
by way of exhaled (02 [27].
PavJidis' group compared the results of thermography against those of
current technologies, such as galvanic ski n response, pressure sensors, and
thermistors. They note that one ofthe key benefits to the rmography is that unlike the polygraph that requires physically attaching the subject (e.g., with
wires and cuffs) to monitoring equipment - IR imaging provides a remote
monitoring method that is far less intrusive (and uncomfortable) and
therefore potentially more reliable than the poJygrap h [38, 26, 19]. In
comparison with breathing rate (RR) and skin temperature, heart beats (HR
and HRV) may be more difficult to validate in an operational setting (see
Section 5.2 above).
One of this group's specific contributions has been in developing
algorithms fo r tracking the infrared image of specific regions of a subject's
skin. Their approach, based on tracking more than one part of the image (e.g.,
tracking at low resolution for robustness, complemented by tracking at high
resolution for reliability), has been successful in a labo ratory setting and
appears prom ising for field deployment [34, 42, 25, 26].
The evidence that stress, let alone deceit or fear, can be revealed through
thermal imaging is poorly documented in the current literature. Few of the
papers are in the peer-reviewed literature, and almost none of them provide
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enough information to allow independent replication of the experiments or
even to allow the measurements to be reanalyzed. For example, Pollina [39],
do not provide any data, but simply present aggregated results (cf. their
Figures 2 and 3, and Table 1). Assuming that error bars shown correspo nd to
one standard deviation, it is hard to discern any basis for concluding
differences between deceptive and non-deceptive group responses, contrary
to what is stated in the text. In addition, the magnitudes of the averaged
signals being compared are far sma11er than the resolution ofthe instrument
used, and there is no comment about the sign of the effect being apparently
the opposite of what is expected: a diminished skin surface temperature
change for the deceptive group responding to relevant questions (Figure 3 of
[39,36]).
The publications appearing in the highest-profile peer-reviewed
journals, [32, 36], do not contain any data. Therefore, it is impossible to
evaluate the significance or reliability of the observations, analysis or final
conclusions. Indeed, Pavlidis [37] all but retracted the implied significance of
the ir paper published a month earlier, and it is only through an independent
commentary that one learns about serious shortcomings ofthe way in which
the study was conducted [29]. Nevertheless, Pavlidis, [36] is presented in
subsequent publications as describing objective testing that validates the use
of thermography for revealing stress if not deceit [42]; that there is no
mention of the retraction [38] is only one of many troubling indications of
unreliable documentation.
Tsiamyrtzis [42] is the one publication that provides a summary of data,
and here one finds additional indications of faulty methodology. Taking the
results in Table 1 at face value, the overall success rate for identifying
deceptive and non-deceptive subjects is 540/0 and 60%: barely above the
threshold of random chance (50%), especially if one considers plausible
uncertainties (a change in signal for only one subject corresponds to ::!: 4%
and::!: 7% relative to the values given.)  זt would thus be more meaningful to
score the results relative to random chance, the latter being assigned a zero
score (e.g., +100% would mean perfect prediction, and -100% would mean
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always-incorrect predictions: on this scale, the overall success rate stated as
56.4% would instead lie at 13 :!: 5%  ב.
The high success rate ultimately claimed by Tsiamyrtzis [42] appears
only after applying a low-pass filter to the temporal data. Not enough
inforrnation is provided to allow independent analysis of this filtering, but it
appears frorn their Figure 17 that the highest frequencies retained in the
s ignal lie in the 1-10 Hz range. There is no discussion of why such an
averaging is needed, or why it caused so rnany of the predictions to change
(14 out of 39, of which 10 were for deception and 4 for non-deception,
corresponding to correcting 9 false negatives and 4 false positives and
creating 1 false negative  ב.
Aside frorn these rnethodological concerns, the evidence that deception
causes increased blood f)ow observable by therrnography is weak. Initial
studies using fMRI and other methods have shown only partial correlation
between deception and measured brain activity fo r groups of subjects
[31],[33], and follow-on work has revealed individual responses to be poorly
predicted [30]. Of course, correlation is not a proof of causation, and it is
troubling that there is so little evidence of the strength (and perhaps even the
sign  בof the rneasured signal being proportional to the degree of stress or
deception. Work on other animals is not reassuring: though more intrusive
rn easures (and inducernents בof stress are possible, there is still a
considerable gap with respect to va  ןidating therrnography [40]. Moreover,
Haynes and Rees [28] point out that current techniques for imaging brain
activity (such as fMRI and PET בdo not have sufficient spatial resolution to
track the actual neurological processes thought to be induced by stress or
deception, and it is even less likely that the spatially-averaged signal
provided by therrnography retains as rnuch relevant inforrnation as the brain
irnagi ng.
In surnrnary, the skepticisrn expressed in the National Research Council
[3] report, about therrnography as well as other technologies being applied
to screen individuals for signs of deception, remains. The past half-dozen
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years of publications have not advanced the scienti וf c va lidation of
thermography to any significant degree .

5.4

Other Sensors
A variety of other sensors for monitoring physiological responses and

behavioral responses were presented to the JASON. A!l the sensor
development reviewed suffers from lack of scientifi c rigor in the evaluation
of the senso rs to measure a response and to correlate the response to a
behavior of interest. In al! cases, the techno!ogy is far from ful!y developed.
In some cases, the technology is already deployed and the JASON questions
the utility. These are summarized in this section.
Eye tracking analysis. The work of Alfred L. Yarbus in the 1950s and
1960s [43] established that tracking the focal poin t of the eyes gives an
indication of the task given to a subject, and that tracking the gaze of a
subject's eyes can reveal their inte rests in an image. Normal eye movements
do not progress from one visua! feature to another with a smooth and even
speed. Rather, the eyes fixate on a location for 200 to 350 milliseconds
f (וxations), then rapidly relocate to a new location (saccades). One might
imagine that changes in the timings of fixations and saccades when a s ubj ect
is under stress, and/or changes in the pattern of fixations and saccades as a
subj ect's gaze explores an image could be informative .
Early studies on eye tracking made use of a form of contact lens with
pOinters extending from the lens to reveal gaze locations. Researchers
studying sleep pattern in humans make use of "electroocu!ogram" devices
t.h at recol"d eye movement (but obviously not gaze direction) by evaluating
the electrica! stimuli that trigger movement of eye muscles, which rapidly
operate, for example, during REM sleep. These more invasive eye-tracking
technologies are either too inaccurate or are impractical for applications
requiring rapid and high throughput evaluation of subjects.
More recently, non-contact systems for eye tracking have been
developed. For example, infrared (IR) and near infrared (NIR) light is used to
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create a cornea\ reflection (CRכ. AIso, features of the eye (such as retinal
blood vessels  כcan be used to track eye movement. Both methods can be used
to reveal the subject's gaze location in a stand-off fashion using video
cameras. However, a brief calibration period is required, which in most
instances will reveal to a person that their eyes wi ll be subjected to tracking.
Eye tracking systems that use IR are less effective outdoors in amb ient light
due to natural lR radiation. Also, data collected on subjects whose head is free
to move during the examination will require correction for head motions if
researchers wish for the eye tracl<ing res u\ts to accurately predict the
location ofthe subject's gaze .
A common application of eye tracking recen tly is

i11

the evaluation of

web page design. Web page developers evaluate user search patterns as they
explore a web site, thus allowing optimal web page design. In addition,
companies such as Eye Tracking, Inc. claim to be able to equate pupil
diameter with mental effort. If true, this would allow researchers to assess
the level of co ncen tration a subject is devoting to a particular visual featu re.
Despite these apparent useful applications of stand-off eye t racking
technologies, there is no scientific validation that eye tracking can yield high
confidence predictions of deception or intent. Even if validation of eye
tracl<ing for deceptio n or intent were ach ieved, protocols would need to be
developed for evaluating subjects in real world settings.

Visual recording and analysis Visual cues are likely to hold some value
in assessing the intent to do harm, or at least a stressed state. These range
from the more obvious (hand gestures or "emblems", agitated or atypical
body movements  כto the more subtle (facial micro expressions and eye
movements כ. One of the more developed areas of research is in human facial
micro expressions that claims to give cues to the fee lings of a person. This
area was pioneered by Paul Ekman. In 1978, he published on "FACS" (Facial
Action Codi ng Systemכ, which is a system intended to document all poss ible
micro expressions [44].
Ekman currently operates a company (Paul Ekman Group http://www.
ekmangrouptraining.comj) that markets instructional tools an d training
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workshops for those interested in using micro expression information for
emotion and lie detection. The METT2 (Micro Expression Training Tool) has
shown some utility in improving the ability of trainees to increase their
accuracy in micro expression interpretation. The training phase gave useful
visual and voice instructions as to the meanings of variOtlS facial expressions.
However, scoring of the trainee's abilities to assess micro expressions is
conducted by briefly flashing the image of a particular extreme facial
expression to interrupt an image of a normal face. This training tool seems to
test for a trainee's ability to focus intently on a face for an unrealistically short
flash of a maximally formed facial expression. In this regard, the term "micro
expression" seems to be a misnomer, as the expressions used for training and
testing by METT2 are not small or subtle. This training system actually is
better for training individuals to make rapid assessments of fully-formed
facial expressions.
There is some evidence [45] that some of the mi cro expressions appear
to have the same meaning in different cultural backgrounds. However, it is
not clear whethe r the key facial expressions that are the most indicative of
hosti lity, such as anger and disdain, are universal [46] and could be used in
any cu]tura] background to help predict a subject's emotional state. However,
no evidence exists that even this know]edge alone can yield an accurate
prediction of intent.
Au dio recording and a nalysis. There is a long history of claims of
successful lie detection made by representatives of companies who sell voice
stress analysis (VSA) systems. Unfortunately, the few scientific tests of this
technology [47] - [49]) have revealed that these systems are essentially
useless for making accurate predictiolרS of deception. However, there might
be some psychological effect, termed a "bogus pipeline" effect, wherein
subjects under examination might be more truthful if they believe that a lie
detection device actual]y works [47]. This appears to be similar to the
"placebo effect" in medicine, where patients given a pill lacking a
pharmaceutical agent state that they feel better, believing that they are
receiving pills with an active ingredient.
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ןn

a recent study of VSA [47], jailed subjects were examined while

addressing questions on their recent use of five illegal drugs. This study is
particularly powerful because the researchers have a high probability of
estab lishing ground truth regarding the subject's drug use because they
administer drug tests as part of the study. Although the drug tests can give a
false positive or false negative result, the accuracy of these tests is believed
to be near 100%. Two types of analytical systems used were based on layered
voice analysis (LVA) and computerized voice stress analysis (CVSA.)  ןn a
study of 319 individuals, only 20% and 80/0 of the deceptive subjects were
identified by LVA and CVSA, respectively. Furthermore, the ratio of false
positive to true positive predictions was 5.0 and 14.1, for LVA and CVSA,
respectively. Thus, these systems are remarkably inaccurate in their
predictions, with between 80% and 90% of predictions of deception being
incorrect.
Marketers of LVA systems point out that LVA is distinct from typical VSA
because LVA examines the entire spectrum of sounds created during
vocalization. Sales literature from marketers of LVA systems state that
emotions can be detected by analyzing vocalization sounds because brain
activity leaves traces in voice patterns. Therefore, they argue that stress and
a multitude of other emotions can be detected in voice patterns. However,
scientific support for these claims is lacking. In contrast, VSA purports to
analyze the "infrasonic" or "micro tremor" component of the human voice,
which supposedly yields vibrations between 14 and 8 hertz. Changes in
vibrations in this range have been proposed to occur by involuntary tensing
ofthe laryngeal muscles during stress. Again, no validation of this mechanism
or the utility of measuring sounds in this range to detect deception have been
published in the scientific literature, despite much effort over two decades
[50]. This appears to be true for CVSA as well as its non-computerized
precursor called PSE (Psychological Stress Evaluator).
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5.5

Future Attrihute Screening Technologies Program
lntegration of multiple sensors of cues that are in dicative of the

intention or desire to cause harm, particularly those with stand-off and rapid
output capabilities, could improve the accuracy of such predictions. This is
the goal ofthe "FAST" (Future Attribute Screening Technologies) program.
The FAST program is sponsored and coordinated by HSARPA and is being
assembled at Draper Laboratory. The unit or "8ox" is being assembled as a
portable screening system that integrates typical screening systems (e.g. a
metal detector and two human screeners) with additional stand-off devices
that monitor in seven areas: 1) heart rate; 2) respiration rate; 3) eye tracking;
4) electrodermal activity (open pore count); 5) thermography (facial
temperatul-e changes; 6) video recording (no firm plan for what will be
analyzed); 7) audio recording (voice pitch to assess stress).
A long-standing criticismof lie-detectordevicesis that they lack a theory
to rationalize why the cues monitored by these machines (heart rate,
respiration and electrodermal activity) should be indicative of deception
(National Research Council [3]). The HSARPA program is attempting to
resolve this for the devices they intend to integrate into the FAST Box by
formulating a theory for "malintent", or the intent to do harm. The developers
have conducted a literature review s to identify cues that are indicative of
malintent. Stand-off sensor devices that possibly can rapidly evaluate these
cues were then selected for integration into the system.
One attractive aspect of the FAST Box, as currently envisioned, is that it
could incorporate any number of validated techno]ogies that evaluate cues
indicative of intent. Each additional technology would supplement screening
technologies that have proven to be successful (now restricted to metal
detectors and human screeners). New technologies grafted to the FAST Box
as it evolves over time can then be field tested with comparison to
technologies that are already being used. Unfortunately, the seven sensor

5 The

meta analysis was unpublished at the time of this report.
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technology areas mentioned above have little or no val idation for predicting
malintent. Furthermore, at least one techno\ogy (voice stress ana\ysis) has
no credible scientific support for utility in lie detection even after more than
30 years of use. Problems with several systems being grafted into the FAST
Box are summarized below.
Eye Tracking Ana lysis. Currently, the FAST Box deve\opers are using a
Tob ii eye tracker, produced by Tobii Technologies AB in Sweden.
This system uses CR technology, but requires user intervention to calib rat e
the system. The FAST Box developers p\an to eventual1yuse a product caJled
"Smart Eye Pro 4.0", that is also produced by a company in Sweden called
Smart Eye AB. The system uses CR technology and records the subject using
six cameras. Head motion is compensated by generation of a 3D head model
(involving identification of landmark features by an operator). The company
claims to use "an innovative IR lighting approach, which suppresses the effect
of sunlight and shadows, and enables the system to work in both daylight and
in complete darkness without recalibration". However, calib ration fo r each
person being screened appears to be necessary. In addition, it is not clear how
the FAST Box developers will use this eye tracking technology to observe
signs of maJintent.
Micro Expression Analysis. Regardless of the pros and cons of the
METT2 tra ining system, the FAST Box could make use of FACS to help
eva\uate facial expressions of emotion. At the time of this report was written,
the developers of the FAST Box had not resolved how micro expression
analysis will be conducted. Presumably, the FAST Box would either need to
have very attel רtive human operators carefully assessing the facial
expressions of each screened subject, perhaps aided by replaying the
recorded images of faces in slow motion, or the system would need to be
automated. The use of trained operators to make these assessments would
likely increase the expense of the security system and increase the time
needed to screen each individual. Thus a more attractive feature would be to
integrate an automated facial analysis system that could rapidly and
uniformly assess facial expressions .
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Progress is being made in the use of computer algorithms to make
assessments offacial expressions [50]-[52]. Ifthe key features ofthe face can
be extracted from a video image, then these feature patterns can be
automatically matched according to FACS. For example, feature extraction
can be achieved by "difference imaging", or assessing the difference in pixel
intensity value from frame to frame of a video recording. For FACS
assessment, the "opticaJ flow" of the features revealed by difference imaging
can be used to determine the motion of facial features. Establishing the
difference image and optical flow of the entire face is computationally
demanding, while tracking individual features requires less computational
power.
Unfortunately, head movements often can accompany the formation of
facial expressions and cause changes in image alignment that can confound
assessment of facial features. Head movement can be restricted by clamps, or
a head-mounted video camera will inherently retain the video perspective
regardJess of head movements. However, these remedies would not be
practicaJ in a FAST Box that seeks to rapidly screen subjects. Large head
movements couJd be compensated, for example, by modeling the head as a
cylinder and estimating all possible degrees of motion (translation :
horizontal and vertical; scale:forward and backward; rotation: yaw and
pitch כ. These estimates are then used to warp the image to a common
perspective before facial features are evaluated.
Although the number of factors that couJd erode the reliability of facial
expressions are large, advances in research and development should allow
systems to be created that could be useful for the FAST Box. One automated
system has been recently shown to be predictive ofthe difficulty subject have
in understanding lectul-es [46]. However, such automated systems might
reliabJy assess the emotions reflected by facial expressions, but these
emotions might not be an accurate predictor ofthe intent ofthe subject under
evaJuation. The Human Factors division of DHS is deveJoping an automated
micro expression analysis system in a program called "Project Hostile Intent",
and the Draper Laboratory team plans to integrate this system into the FAST
Box once completed. Laboratories at UCSD
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(http://www-cse.ucsd.edu/facresearch/facultyprofiles/CottreIIG.html)and the
Robotics

Institute

of

Carnegie

Mellon

University(http://www.

ri.cmu.edu/projects/projectl0.html)are also working to develop automated
facial analysis systems that could be considered for LISe. Even if these
automated systems become proficient at analyzing micro expressions, the link
between emotion anaJysis and intent prediction h as not been validated.
Voice Stress Analysis. Recent efforts have been directed toward the
study of multiple vocal parameters to evaluate stress. Even if these systems
couJd reJiabJy detect stress in a voice record ing, there is no scientific
demonstration that VSA can differentiate between stress due to deception or
malinte11t and other causes of stress. The FAST Box deveJopers are also aware
that commercial-off-the-shelf voice analysis systems are not useful for lie
detection. Therefore they have begun an internal program at Draper
Laboratory to deveJop an algorithm to assess voice pitch. However, evidence
is lacking to prove that voice pitch cha nges can reliably predict deception or
malintent, and it is not clear how the Draper Laboratory program will resolve
th is problem.
Given that voice analysis systems have not been scientifically validated
and show exceedingly poor rates of successful prediction of deceit, it is
unlikely t hat FAST Box architectures of the near future will benefit from
instaJlation ofthese devices. However, th e developers ofthe FAST Box might
choose to take advantage of the bogus pipeline effect [49]. Installation of a
cardboard box covered in aluminum foil would be far cheaper that the
purchase of a VSA system, but still could be used to make subjects believe that
a functional lie detector is in place, thereby improving the likelihood that
subject.s will tell the truth.
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6

INTERVIEW METHODOLOGIES

Several interviewing techniques were presented to the ]ASON. These
methods were presented as holding promise for use in deception and intent
detection. Extremely limited studies have been conducted to determine the
utility of the methods in the context of their current use. However, there is
anecdotal evidence that these methods involve excellent police work and
may be able to be validated and developed fu rther for deception detection.

Findings:
• Quoted measures of success for detecting deceit and intent are post-hoc
and incorrectly equates success in indentifying covert combatants with
drug smugglers, warrant violators, etc.
• Detection of deception through interrogation is further confounded by
culture.

Recommendations:
• Scientifically assess anomaly detection strategies.
• Establish success metrics and criteria.
• Scientifically assess utility of interview metl ךodologies for detecting
deception.
The JASON was exposed to three interview/i nterrogation techniques
being used to assist law enforcement. These techniques have not been
developed for use in a military context. The three methods are described in
the remainder of this Section.
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6.1

InformaJ Interviewing

-JI (Tab ךe

L..1
(b_)(6_) _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

1) has deve ןoped an jnformal

interviewing approach to help identify individuals with potentially malicious
intent, distinguishing tl1em from a sUl'rounding crowd of innocent
bystandel·s. His approach is based on the hypothesis that he can distinguish
"tactical" responses 01' n1alefactors versus "Iimbic" responses of il1nocent
bysta רןde"ןs. His approach has been instantiated by the Transportation
Security Administration in thei)' Be} וavioral AsseSSI11ent Screening Systenך
( BASS) and their ScreeniJlg of Passel1gers by Observation Techl וique (SPOT)
training [http //:
www.tsa.gov/whatwedo/layers/index.shtmנ.
llוformal intel"yjewing is proposed as a means of pJ'obil ךg a CJ"owd of
individtlals/ perturbing it relative to a baseline of innocent activities, a  וןd
looking for eyjdence of stress, if not deception. lt is plausibly more usefuJ
than passive observation in identifying anomalies in activity, but tl1e 'ןe is no
objective de1110nstration that it is 1110re effective than ra11dom sampling in
identifying individuals witl1 malevolent intent. lts success is described
entirely through anecdote, and there 11as been no validation of the method
with respect to failed detections, false positives or OPpol"tunity costs. In
particular, it t11ay be tl1at tl1e most lil<elyto be identified as anol11alous al'e the
least professio וזal and therefore least dal ךgerous or i זnpOI"tal1t targets within
a cl'owd, such tl1at application of the metl10d might acttlally reduce the
chances of identifying the highest-value targets.
Tוl is ו11ethod of informal interview was developed for law-enfol"Cement,
to enhance the capabilities of police officers posted in public places sucl ךas
airport terminals or train stations. The n1ethod f'o llows the steps outlined in
Section 1.
1. Establish a baseline of activity fOI' tl1e locale.

2. Idel ןtify individuals (anOI11alies) w\1ose actions distinguisl1 tl1em as
outliers from this baseline .
3. Informally intel'view the idel רtified ind ividuals .
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4. Send those individuals S} ךOWillg indications of a "tactical profile" inthe
informal interview (rnonotonicaJJy increased stress כto secondaJ-Y
s creening or other action .
First, a baseline of normal activity must be established. This baseline is
intended to characterize the normal flow of individuals, as weJI as the range
ofinteractions typica lly occurring among individLlals in a particu Jal'loca  ןe (or
lack of interactions, as might typically be the case in a public venue כ. Are
there it ןdividua  ןs who hesitate or change direction when coming il רthe
direction of uL ךifo  דמוed officers? Do any individuaJs exhibit obvious signs of
nervousness, of extreme violence

01'

conten1pt, or of beil1g "dead to the

world" (i.e., aboLlt to die)? Are there groups of individLlals movi11g togetl1er
and, if so, are they overt or less-than-obvious as a gl'oup and do they show
any indication of mjljtary training in their activity?
These considerations are highly subjective, and may be prone to
considerable fa1se positives. That is acceptable, from ~b()6)

- ' - -- - ' - -

perspective, because the main purpose of identifying a baseline is to provide
a basis for focusing on a subset of individuals who warrant fi.lrther
consideration (as distinct from the rest of the crowdכ. A be ne וf t to
(ןb)(6 )

ן

approach is that he emphasizes the need to explicit ןy

document - no n רatte  'ןhow the baseJi  רןe was established - why an individuaJ
or group is identified as an outJier. This imposes a discipline, with the officer
id entifying specific behavior that is (perceived as being) outside the norm,
and mitigates tl1e chances of racial profiling or other llnreliable
preconceptions being the basis for focusing on specific individuals out of the
crowd.
Individuals identified as outliers are then interviewed in an informal
mannel' in oJ'der to see whether there is cause for further attentiolך. The
initial cl;te  'וio  תdoes not need to I'ise to the U.S. Jega\ standa l'd of "probabJe
cause" and fa]se positives are acceptable because the interviewi ng metl וod is
compJeteJy voluntary. ~b()6)

 ןemphas izes

that to make this il1terview

useflll it must be as friendly as possible, in order to mitigate stresses
associated with the environment (e.g., a terminal crowded with people on
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tight schedules) as welJ as with the reality of being approached by a police
officel" (lll רiformed 01" not.)
Two key criteria appear to be involved with the steps in tb
ן.;...:....;.
()6..:....
) _ _ _יapproach. First, if dLr וing the informal interview the individual (or group כ
tentatively identified as an oLlt]ier reveals inconsistent information, this
warrants further investigation. Oepending on the degree of inconsistency,
ranging from a simple mistake that is easily corrected to indications ofwillful
deceit, the offlcer may silnply extend the informal interview or else direct the
individual to secondary screening or other fo llow-on action. This approach
of lool<ing t'or inconsistencies in individuals' responses is part of traditionaJ
police worl.<
The second criterion is based on

(ןb)(6)

I hypothesis that an

innocel רt bystander has a "Iimbic" response, whereby stl"ess וf rst increases at
the onset oftlוe interview because ofthe approach by a police officer and then
decreases in response to the friendly Iרature of the interview. The officer's
objective is to be viewed as a helpfuJ friend, whether or not the stress level
starts high (for example because of the environment), SLICh that an innocent
individtlal would exhibit a reduction in stress. In contrast, a "tactical" profile
is one of ever-i l רcreasing stress because the indiv1du al intends to do harm and
the officer represents an obstacle to completing that mission. In fact, a welltrained "tactical profile" may start at a )ow stress level ifthe individual is welJ
trained for tl רe mission .

fb)(6)

Ihas chal"acterized these responses il רterms of challges ilו

heal·t l-ate with time, tl רough the p)"ofiles are more notional thal ךquantltative
( personal communication ,  נLlne 19, 2008). The l<ey is to identify tl]ose
showing monotonically incזeasing evidence of stress as being the individua וs
WOJ-thy of further attention. This is the tl רird componen t OfL~b,;..;..
)(6_) _ _ _----I
method and, depending on circumstances, tl ךat additional attention may
range from seco ndary screeni .זךg to denying access to the facility (e.g., airport
or train station כto a rrest Only in the last case 1s there a need to meet the U.S .
legal criterio n of "probable cause ".
This approach involves three levels of sorting in identifying potential
malefactors: those who are outliers relative to the background, so
experience an informal intel'view; those who exhibit a "tactical" response to
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the interview; and those who then fail at secondary screening or other
follow-on action. Each level of sorting narrows down the group of
individuals to be considered and, because there are 3 distinct levels, it is
thought that false positives are acceptable at each step because innocent
individuals will ultimately be exonerated.
ןn

summary, the method follows a model of observing anomalies that is

common in law enforcement, so is based on considerab le experience in
realworld applications. That model requires both establishment of a baseline
and probing of the group of people (via the interview) in order to validate
anomalous behavior. One of its key features is the requirement that the
interview be friendly and informal - this is essential in order to distinguish
tactical from limbic responses, and is entirely consistent with approaches
recommended for counter-insurgency [53, 54]. Therefore, the approach may
be useful for military applications responding to law-enforcement and
insurgency challenges .
Evidence of success provided was not based on criteria established
beforehand, but depended on after-the-fact evaluation that individuals who
were identified as anomalous were then fOLlnd to be guilty of some
transgression. There is no evidence that the strength of the signal is
proportional to the s ignificance of the transgression. Therefore, even if there
is a correlation between anomalies in behavior (re)ative to a baseline) and
some level of guilt, there is no clear indication of a causative link between
anomaly and degree of transgression. Finally, it is not clear that the
underlying model of limbic versus tactical response is valid; or, if valid, that
it is being reliably observed by the interviewing officer.

6.2

Cognitive Interview
A second interview method being explored for use in deception

detection is the cognitive interview (CI). The CI was developed in the 1980's
[55, 56] based on the evolving theory of cogn itive recall. The initial
development was for enhancing eyewitness recall. In that context, the
method has been both laboratory and field tested [57, 58, 59] and has
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demonstrated value for eliciting usefuJ and comp  וete info וm ation frOlח
eyewitnesses for recently committed cJ-imes .
Throllghout the last three decades. cognitive tl רeory and CI methodology
has been adapted to improve survey questionnaire design [61,62,63]. These
adaptations have been sCientifically studi ed thrOlJgl, wel l designed statistical
experi ments in the laboratory and in the field, yielding a range of resLJlts
regarding the degree of canyover effects between lab oratory and fie ld tests
[60,63,65/66] .
The CI attempts to aid an individual's memo l-y J-ecall through asking the
witness to first re-create the environment surroundi  ךזg the evel1t, includi11g
external (e.g. weatherכ, emotions (e.g., personal feelings), and cO וg1ition (e.g•.
relevant thoughts  כenvironments. Next, the witness is asked to do a
straightfol-wa rd meJ חoJ-y retrieval of t ךןe eve nt  דo further help t  ךןe memory
process t  רוe witness is gi.ven more opportunities to recount the event,
frequently in a different chron ological order. Finally. t רוe witness is asked to
view and recou nt the evel ןt from a different perspective. T ןגe questioning is
open ended, allowing many opportunities to remember details. Lawyers and
law enforcement have found the CI to yie  וd valuable information .
Research is emerging based on the hypothesis that someone engaged in
deception has an increased cognitive load [67.] (ןb()6)
 ד( ןable i  כhas tried to
integrate t  ןוat hypothesis with the cognitive interview. Given the open-ended
nature of the questioning and the amOll1 ןt language (text) generated during
tl רe CI process, it is hypothesized that a linguistic analysis COlll d separate
deception fro  חוtruth. Whether or not t  ןןe C1 can be used effectively in th is
settiJ ןg has yet to be validated. Fisher [68], one of the founde,'s of th e CI, has
comme nted on the fact that transJating from the laboratory to the field for
the cognitive load hypotl1esis in the context of deception will be much mOl"e
difficult t } רan fOI" the CI in t } ךe context of eyewitness I-ecou nts, where one is
only rep  נicating memory recall .

6.3

Technology Assisted Interviewing
 זhermal

imagery is clזl rently being used in son  רe police interrogation

I"ooms to monitor Sllspects duri l ךg questioning. The impetlls to use thermal
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imagery was derived from a metaboJic study using this technology at the
Mayo Clil ךic.  זhe study revealed a rapid thermal response to stress caused by
a laboratory accidel ךt involving broken g)assware .
ןn

a police interrogation room in Gwinnett county, Georgia, the camera

is concealed behind a false fire alarm pane) several feet fl'om the suspect.  זhe
camera is a modified commercial camera that can be adjusted to give a
readout over a narl'ow temperature l'ange (9 degrees F) centered on the
subject's average temperature, which allows high sensitivity to s n1alJ changes
in temperature. During questioning, a remote operator examines thermal
imagery in real time and covertly relays assessmel ךts regarding the sttspects
stress levels, as presumabJy indicated by visual inspection of the tlןe ןwa )
il ווagel-Y and cO I' I'espondiIןg data .  זhe pl'ocedure al lows tl ךe questioner to
continue the lines of questioniןlg that might be most productive.
זI ךe

use of the therma) camera l וas caused the officers to alter their

questioning techl ךiques. Most importantly, questiol ךing st'ןategies must be
designed to stress gui  ןty subjects when they are being deceptive, but caJm
innocent subjects when they are truthful .  זhe questioning style follows a
process similar to a cognitive interview (CI). Subjects are asked to describe
their story several times in increasing detail .  זhe officers believe tlntruthful
subj ects experience increased stress due to the difficulty in remembering and
elaborating

0 11

their lies. Breaks in pursuing a topic ca using a physiological

stress response are required to allow the suspect to return to a normal
teIוו, peratu)"e state before returning to the stressful  יine of qu estionin g to
confi rm se ns itivity in to specific topics. Operators call this tactic "catcll and
.-elease" qllestioning.
 זemperatul"e

changes of up to 3 degrees F have been seen, but can be

influenced by other physiological complicatio  מs Csunburlך, irritants, age,
make-up). Also, it was noted by (ןbX6)
 ןC זable 1) that two or
tl ךI'ee "sociopaths" have con ךpletely failed to triggeJ- s ignals when subjected
to thermal camera analysis. Stories regarding the utility of th is method and
other

I ןךethods

llsed by po  ןice interrogators are entertaining and compelling.

However, there is a lack of study data to provide SLlpport for tl רese claims or
to assess the success rates for predict:ions based

חס

thermal imagery.
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State laws in Georgia app\y regarding use and storage ofthe information
collected by the Gwinnett County Sheriffs Department, and there indeed
seems to be a wea lth of data available that could potentially by used to assess
the utility of thermal imagery in this context The data cannot be used as
evidence in court by the prosecution, suggesting that the technique is too new
and unproven, so that laws have not been crafted to exploit the technology. A
company has been founded (Detection Dynamics, Inc.) to exploit thermal
imagery for police interrogation use and they are privately funded.

6.4 Cultural Impact on Ability to Detect Deception and
Infer Intent
Cultural implicationsofinterrogation methods have not been adequately
studied (Intell igence Science Board)[4]. In the mi]itary setting, an interview
to detect deception must be conducted keeping cu]tura] nuances in mind, or
it wi]] likely fai]. There are examples of vo]untee red in formation or an
interrogation, in which a person identifies "bad guys", only to be revealed
later that the "bad guys" were people that the person interrogated wanted
eliminated for his own purposes. Ifmanifestations of stress are used to detect
lying, intent, etc., it should be borne in mind that the person being
interrogated who has been bred to have the ability to deceive from a tender
age, will have no trouble identifying the situatio n as one that cal ןs for this
ability. He or she is likely to have little trouble ]yingjdece iving with  ןittle
stress, or manifestations of stress, and if this is what the interrogation tools
are designed to detect, they wi]l produce no information or false information.
In particular, information given, especially under duress, is more likely to be
false, if it is perceived at the time as to mitigate harsh treatment, or is it
perceived at the time to be a moral imperative, i.e., one not accompanied by
guilt. As an example, people of Easter-Mediterranean and Middle-Eastern
cultures will be much more likely to respond to a situatio n in which their
cultural traits are appreciated and then perhaps exploited, such as placing
them in a non-threate ning situation and convincing them that personal or
family honor is at stake .
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Successful interrogation across cultural boundaries is extremely
difficu lt [4]. Whi le training and the exposition to cu ltural differences will, of
course, always help the interrogator, it is too much to ask that a few weeks
immersion will enable cultural characteristics to be understood and cultural
boundaries to be crossed successfully. Only exceptional and specifically
talented people will be successful, often people with foreign-language skills,
preferably more than one, acquired at a young age, or people who have been
raised in two, or more, sufficiently different cultures, will be suitably
sensitive to the issues.
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7
ESTABLISHING A SCIENCE BASE: LEARNING THE
TRUTH
Throughout this report, the necessity of using a scientific process to
determine the truth of experimental claims, and the usefulness of proposed
technologies has been stressed. This is because experience shows it is very
hard to learn things l'eliably about human beings, and people fall victim to
various forms of wishful thinking. The strength of a science base (peer
review, reproducing results, double blind trials, and the like) is that it makes
it harder to fool ourselves into accepting things that are not true.
The big cost of getting it wrong is the opportunity cost. In this case effort
spent on introducing ineffective technology or ineffective procedures is
effort that has been taken away from alternatives, such as training.

Findings:
• No compelling evidence yet exists to SUppOl·t remote monitoring of
physiological signals in an operational scenario.
• No scientific evidence exists to support the detection or inference of future
behavior, including intent.

Recommendations:
• Establish a discipline of science for the development and deployment of new
technologies and methodologies.
• Define goals and validate metricsfor both performance and effectiveness in a
realistic operational scenario.
• Use blinded protocols in performing case/control studies.
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ך.1

The Science Base
The development of a science base requires a concise statement of the
problem, which would include the operational scenario in the case of
inferring intent. The problem needs to be able to be parsed into steps to be
taken and evaluated that lead toward solutions to the problem. In the case of
the technologies discussed here, the very first steps would include
demonstrating that signals exist in the most controlled settings. Once that is
established, understanding the strength ofthe signals in noisy environments,
and ultimately in the environment of intended use, would need to be
established.
The scientificprocess requires controlled experimentationusing
accepted protocols to collect and evaluate information. "Design of
experiments" must be used when variation is present in an informationgathering exercise. This variation may or may not be under the full control of
the experimenter. These experiments typically include randomized trials.
The tel"m observational study is used when fu ll control of the experimentis
not possible. Design of experiments, including observational studies, has
broad application across all the natural, physical, social sciences, and
engineering.
The results need to be properly reported such that studies can be
replicated. Finally, altered pathways (next steps) must be validated by peer
review and community concurrence. The scientific process is never easy or
fast. However, it has centuries of affirmation and is the only process by which
one can be assured of not venturing into "pseudo science" [69].
Typically experiments show some correlation between input
circumstances and some kind of measurable outcome. The physical sciences
frequently do case/control experiments, where the effect is measured on two
populations, one in the presence ofthe stimulus, and the other in its absence.
This works well when the two populations really are identical, and when the
effect is measured independently of the experimenters expectation of what
the results should be. This is possible because in the physical sciences
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generally it is feasible to establish the same initial conditions and overall
experimental conditions in both cases, with tl רe two differing on ly in the
stimulus that is hypothesized to cause the effect. Peer reviewers look hard to
make sure the experimental setup is valid, and was followed .
This protocol is not easily adapted to the human sllbjects, or even in the
context of medicine. It is impossible to have identical populations because it
is impossible to use the same subjects for both the control group and the
treated group, as they will remember the first trial or have been altered by it.
Hence various sorts of population-based statistically evaluated studies have
to be used. There are many welJ documented dangers in the interpretation of
these studies which can lead experimenters to over- interpret or to
misinterpret the resuJts, or to accept resuJts from inherentJy deficient
studies .  סn medicine we have, on the one hand, tlcarefulJy controJled research
( such as randomized, controlled trials  כinvolving numerical data has proved
more dependable for showing us w hat works and what does not than has
reliance upon expert opinions, experience, hunches, or the teachings of those
we revere ". [70]

סn

the other hand, the same author observes that it's not

always practical, "Countless surgical procedures have come and gone over
the past few decades without ever having been subjected to controlled
scientific scrutiny." This book is about complementary and alternative
medicine, and how difficult it is to evaluate the claims and put this sort of
medicine on a firm scientific basis. Detecting deception and intent is surely
no eas ier .
As the quote about surgery indicates, we do not mean to denigrate the
professional skills of law enforcement, detectives, or Israeli airport
interviews, or any of the professionals upon whose skills society reJies to
protect itself from destructive forces. New sensors and newly revealed
phenomena promise to help, and the question is whether they can be made
genuinely heJpfuJ, or if the proposed uses can provide perceptible
improvementove r' an existing practice. These are questions that can only be
answered with carefully defined studies, although it may not be easy to do so.
Answering these questions is important. There's no point in spending
money on sensors unless they do, in fact, improve performance. Nor is there
any point in training people to exploit new phenomena, unJess that training
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adds value, and the va!ue is measurable. Further, the cost of introducing
ineffectual techniques is to rob resources that could be used to make other
parts of the systems more effective.

7.2

The Path to Improvement

$0 what would the ideal path to improved techniques look like? One
would expect promising laboratory studies, replicated confirmation by other
investigators, publication in peer-reviewed literature, proposed protoco!s
for using the tech niques in practice, and at least two stages of verification
that the protocols work, e.g., in the laboratory and in the field.
Well designed studies involving human subjects are of two general
types, single-blind and double-blind. These types of studies help to mitigate
research outcomes from being influenced by either the placebo effect or the
observer bias. Blinded research is an important tool in many fields of
research including medicine, psychology, social sciences, and forensics.
In single blind experiments, the individual subjects do not know
whether they are subject to the stimulus or not. $uch information is withheld
to avoid the subjects consciously or unconsciously taking actions that would
otherwise sl<ew the results. In a single-blind experiment, however, the
experimenters do know the facts behind the trials. $ingle-blind trials can be
effective and robust provided that the experimenters in no way use their
knowledge to bias their evaluation of outcomes. This may be difficult with
human subjects research, where the experimenter has an expectation ofwhat
the outcome should be, and might consciously or unconsciously influence the
behavior of subjects. Experiments need to be designed so that even
inadvertent experi menter bias doesn't affect the results. Peer reviewers must
be given enough information to evaluate the results and replicate them, if
needed, to assess the validity ofthe conclusions.
Double-blind experimental protocols provide a higher standard, in that
they are designed to minimize the possibility of bias of either the subj ects or
the experimenters. In a double-blind protocol, during data collection and
data a nalysis, neither the experimenter no r the subject would know which
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subjects were control subjects and which got the real treatment. A significant
effect would then be manifest as two statistically distinct populations in the
outcomes between the two different groups of subjects. It is worth noting
that 'statistical significance' is not the same as practical significance.' In other
words, statistically significant results are not always 'important' or 'large'. N0
matter how good the statistics are, a tiny improvement is just a tiny
improvement.
The following simple example provides some insight into the necessary
attention to detail when setting up scientific studies. Suppose the goal is to
determine the accuracy of remote HR sensor in a controlled environment.
Before co11ecting any data, a study protoco1 would need to be developed.
This would inc1ude:
• defining the measurement method and metrics for "ground truth" - use of a
gold standard;
• defining metrics to be used for the remote sensing method;
• defining data collection methods the underlying population from which
subjects will be randomly selected, and the protocol for simultaneous data
collection using multiple sets oftechnicians;
• defining data processing methods to extract ground truth from the gold
standard and for the metrics associated with the remote sensor;
• determining the statistical analysis to be used to assess accuracy.

Once the protocol has been established and reviewed to ensure nothing
has been overlooked, the experiment would be conducted and data collected
according to protocol. Following the experiment the data from the two
measurement methods would be processed and statistically analyzed
according to the a-priori defined protocols.
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The example above did not contain any blinding. Once it is determined that
the accuracy to ground truth of the remote sensor signal exists across a wide
human demographic range, additional studies would be developed to evaluate the
strength of the signal in noisy environments and in response to stimuli. In these
cases, blinded experiments would be introduced. If results consistently
demonstrate a useful signal-to-noise ratio, then more human behavior (variability)
would be designed into the experiments. For medical studies there are standards
to use for randomized trials (available at www.consort-statement.org). Many of
their criteria are directly applicable to ways of assessing credibility.
Developing

experimentsto

determinecorrelation

biometric(physiological) measurements and
complicated. Careful attention will need to be
properly blinding and ensuring treatments (e.g.,
tel1ing, interview method) to the statistical

between

deception or intent is
given to every detail, from
protocol for lying and truth
methods for establishing

correlation.
Translation from the laboratory and from other controlled studies to the
field is a critical step. In this process, it is important to remember several
basic things. Laboratory studies are necessary, but not sufficient, to establish
real-world utility. Correlation is necessary, but not sufficient to establish
causality. Field studies will be quasi observational at best. This presents a
risk of selection bias which is the distortion of the evidence or data that can
occur as a result (frequently unintentional) of the way that the data are
collected. Clutter confounds the measurement of physicaJ observables in the
real world. FinallYJ physical state versus current and future state of mind
would need to be established to move in the direction of being able to detect
deception, intent to do harm, and the decision to act.
There may be some unique opportunities in the military setting for the
development of useful field studies. For example, there is the possibility of
training against the stimulus by using select groups, such as red teams,
thereby creating a quasi-controlled experiment. There is also the possibility
of quasi-controlled data collection with training exercises.
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7.3

Some Proposed Full-Scale Trials
After all the laborato:ry studies, suppose there is a promising new
protocol fo r detecting deceit. How might one test it? For a testto have vaJidity
it ought to be based on more than college students and monetary rewards .
One might implement the protocol at an international airport to find
smugglers (meaning people who lied on their customs declaration  כ. People
( or fam il ies  כwould be randomly subjected to the new protocol or the usual
scree ning process, and the fractions of revealed smugglers would be
compared. The hypothes is is that these people know they are lying, and that
they are a sufficient percentage of travelers that there would be statistical
significance. That too is testable, because t ] ךere wi]l be data on how many
peop]e are stopped for being suspicious or actual ly untruthfu l on their
customs declaration .
After al] the laborato:ry studies, suppose there is a promising new
passive technique for detecting hostile intent How might one test it? Hostile
events that occur often enough to establish performance are needed. The
data collection should not interfere with the behavior of the sUbject(sכ. The
goal would be evaluation rather than deterrence. There are approximately
40,000 robberies of convenience stores each year in the United States. The
sensor could be deployed widely (and covertly  כin convenience stores and
used over a period of severa] months. If the pass ive technique is automatic,
tl ךen it's just a matter of statistical evaluation of how well it did. If it requires
human in tervention, then investigators should analyze the tapes (or
whatever information the sensor provides כin a "blinded" fashion, without
knOwil ךg what happened to each subject.

7.4

Goals and Metrics Matter: A note on rare events

For a screening system, useful measures ofperforma nce are the positive
predicted proportion and the negative predicted proportion. A "positive" is
an instance in which the screening system detected the signal of interest,
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whereas a "negative" is an instance in which the screening system did not
detect the signal of interest. The positive predicted proportion is the number
of true positives divided by the total number of positives, false and true. The
negative predicted proportion is the number of true negatives divided by the
total number of negatives. These reflect not only the sensor, but the
prevalence of the condition of interest in the whole population. For a
screening system, a high negative predictive proportion is desired, so that
users can believe negative results. A more mod est positive predictive
proportion may be acceptable, because the false positives will be weeded out
by further screening. For instance, mammography is used to screen for breast
cancer in women .  וt is estimated to detect 75 to 90% of the cancers, and
correctly detect the absence of cancer about 90 to 95% of the time. Breast
cancer is relatively rare, with about 185,000 new cases diagnosed from tens
of millions of people screened each year. The negative predicted proportion
is 98%, and that makes it a useful screen, because if a negative is returned,
one can be fairly sure (50 to 1) theres no cancer, and no further action would
be recommended. The positive predicted proportion is quite modest, about
20%. This is viewed as acceptable, if not as large as desired, because the
number of patients subject to secondary screening (typically a biopsy) is
manageable and a relatively small fraction of the screened population.
A similar analysis would be pertinent to the task of determining hostile
intent. To be useful as a screening test one would need to have a high negative
predictive proportion, because of the rare expected incidence in the general
population. A screening system only needs a high enough positive predictive
proportion to make the required further screening acceptable.

8

CONCLUSIONS

This study provided an assessment ofthe potential utility and efficacy of
monitoring and assessing human behavioral neurophysiology and verbal and
nonverbal co mmunication to determine human in tent in a military context.
The process that would need to be implemented in order to identify covert
combatants and ultimately infer intended actions was outJined. A key finding
in this report is the need to foster and establish a discipline of science in the
development and

deployment of potential

technologies,
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interrogation methods, proposed to be useful in the military setting. Some of
the key findings and recommendations are repeated here, along with some
first steps that might be considered.

Findings:
• No compelling evidence yet exists to support remote monitoring of
physiological signals of deception in an operational scenario.
• Detection of deception is further confounded by culture. • Training exists
within the DOD for developing intuition and understanding of the
adversaries' culture and environment.
• No scientific evidence exists to support the detection or inference of future
behavior, including intent .

Recommendations:
• Train the soldier to be aware of diverse cultural environments and complex
human dynamics.
• Look for incremental advances that add value to the well-trained soldier,
integrating the end-user throughout the R&D processes to avoid unrealistic
expectations.
• Establish a discipline of science for the development and deployment of new
technologies and methodologies.
• Define goals and validate metricsfor both performance and effectiveness in
a realistic operational scenario.
• Use blinded protocols in performing case/control studies.
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• Employ unbiased peer review in evaluating the program plan.
• Leverage research expertise in biomedical sensor development.

First Steps:
• Define operational scenarios and measurable near-term goals for behavior
assessment.
• Begin scientific assessment of remote biometric sensing:
- under controlled laboratory conditions,
- in noisy, real-world conditions, and
- demonstrate correlations to behavior - it is unrealistic to correlate with
intent.
• Begin scientific assessment of anomaly detection following a "double blind"
protocol and demonstrating that methods beat simple random sampling of
the crowd.
• 8egin scientific assessment of the informal interview techniques

A

APPENDIX

This appendix includes reviews of some of what the JASON learned
about virtual environments. 000 may find it useful to follow some of these
technological advances. As with all 000 technology adoption, rigorous
scientific validation and demonstration should be applied.
Head-mounted displays Head-mounted displays (HMD כal-e near to
projecting realistic video, and can be outfitted with a positioning system such
that the displayed video changes with head position. HMD systems can vary
in sophistication to provide increasing performance characteristics. For
example, HMD can be monocular (displaying an image to only one eyeכ, or
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binocular to permit stereoscopic images to be viewed. Humans have
approximatelya 180 · field of view, but most HMD systems use only a small
portion of this potential. Depth perception can be simulated in binocular
systems by projecting a portion of the image to both eyes. The user's view
can be exclusively video imagery, or can be a video overlay on the users actual
view (augmented reality). Examples of HMD systems supplying augmented
reality can be found in the cockpits of some military aircraft to display night
vision or instrument readings. A rugged HMD for augmented reality
produced by Liteye Systems (Colorado) is being used by some ground troops.
This system uses newly-developed organic light emitting diode (OLED)
technology, which appears poised to improve HMD systems substantially.
Therefore, some of the advantages and disadvantages of this system are
described in more detail below.
OLED research and development is advancing so rapidly that in July of
2008, Japan announced the formation and funding of a consortium of
companies to pursue large scale commercialization of the technology.
Companies in this consortium seem well positioned to dominate OLED use
for the most common applications for video screens (TVs and electronics
devices).OLED systems use far less power than older technologies such as
liquid crystal displays (LCD). OLED systems have a response time as low as
0.01 milliseconds, which is more than a 100-fold improvement over LCD
systems. OLED films can be stacked to overlay red, green and blue pixels for
color displays, which increases the resolution of the display over that of
cathode ray tube (CRT) displays. Furthermore, the screens of OLED can be
deformed without loss of video, an d therefore these screens could be used in
devices that must f1ex or in VR systems that would gain from having a curved
video screen.
Although such advances reduce the power l-equirements and might also
reduce the weight of the VR device, these advances do not resolve the
demand that high-fidelity VR systems will have for computational power and
commun ications. Furthermore, the compounds currently used for OLED can
decay over time, thus limiting the lifetime of the display. However, new
polymers being applied in OLED have lifetimes that would last longer than
other display technologies.
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Figure 6: OLED display architecture. Note that the materials can also be made
of material that deform without fractul-e to create displays that bend and
retain function.
Audio Devices. Simple audio systems can make Llse of remote speakers
or earphones to de1iver monophonic or stereophonic sound. However, זT10re
complex sound signatures for a virtual environment could be delivered by a
system that uses homophony, or "wave field synthesis" [71]. This technique
uses a series of speaker's that emit sounds at computer-controlled times to
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Ustening Ar.3

Figure 7: A bank of speakers (bJack bars  כcan be controJJed to emit sound at
specific times to si muJate t he SOUJ ךd wavefoJ"m naturaJJy produced at greater
distances. In the figure, persoJ ךs (green dots  כin the Jiste ning area i  ךזteJ"pret
the synthetic wave field to think that sounds are eminating from various
Jocations (red, p ink a nd blue כ.
create sound waves that appear to the listener to come from distant PO נiltS.
Sound engineers can use this system to create reaJistic representations of a
large and diverse so und environment to users in a sma ll listening area .

Motion sensor systems. Motion of the head can occur with six degrees
of freedom, in cluding forwa rd a nd reverse motioJ ךs aJong X, Y a nd Z axes, a nd
rotatio n around these same axes (8x,8y ,8zכ

(Figure

7כ. Thus it is a

technological challenge to accur ately establish the location and the rotation,
pitch and yaw of the head. Head tracking is tlsuaJly achieved by either
magnetic or ultrasonic methods [72]. Magnetic sensors function by using a
head-mounted receiver that detects magnetic fields emitted from a
transmitter. Movement of the receiver in a נI six degrees of freedom is
interpreted relative to tJ ךe stationary t ransm itter. However, Jarge metaJ
objects can interfere with the ma דg ךetic fields being evaluated, and other
factors can introduce positionaJ errors in the predi ctions made by the systeJוו,
which need to be corrected [73,74]. In contrast, ultraso nic systems function
by
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Figure 8: Six degrees of freedom for head motions.
placing three ultrasonic speakers in a triangular pattern around the subject.
Refiected sound waves are detected to establish changes in object location.
Data Glove. A "data glove" or "wired glove" is a sensor-laden glove that
is worn to track hand movements and can also include outputs to give tactile
feedback to the user. Inexpensive data glove systems (e.g. Nintendo's Power
Glove) are available for gaming systems that measure finger bending. Bend
angles are usually monitored by the changing amount of light that travels
through a fiberoptic cable, which decreases with increasing angle of bend.
Inertial sensors or magnetic tracking sensors have been integrated with data
glove systems to measure hand movement. Specialized data glove systems
have been adapted for use in a number of applications including sign
language interpretation and remote surgery.
Real-time Video and Audio Input. Some VR applications will require realtime inputs ofvideo and audio. FOl' example, some training scenarios might require
a computer to rapidly assess the speech input by the user, as well as hand gestures
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even facial expressions. The computational time needed to evaluate visual and
sound inputs might cause delays in response by the VR system such that the
exercise will appear too unrealistic, or will give the trainee an unusually long time
to consider subsequent actions. Considerable advances will need to be made for VR
systems to seamless ןy sense and evaluate all inputs and provide realistic sound,
imagery, and other feedback to the user .
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